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Several members of my family attended the Internationcd Convention in San
Diego. They were impressed with the convention and especially complimen
tary of the Toastmasters they met. My brother, Willie, said, "I can see now
why you speak so highly of this
organization." Then he asked,"How
does the Toastmasters program
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work?"

I'm not a professional salesperson
but I certainly recognize an open door
when I see one! I explained what takes
place at a typical Toastmasters
meeting, including the purpose of each
segment of the program. He nodded
understandingly but then said, "There
has to be something more to it—the
people I've met at this convention
aren't just good speakers, they are in
teresting and impressive people.
What's the secret?" I then explained
the different phases that our members
go through from the time they join un
til they become the kind of people that
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he met at the convention.
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Phase I—The development of communication skills. I told him that World Head

quarters had just completed a survey of our members which showed once again
that a majority of our members join because they want to improve their com
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munication skills. That's the first phase, tmd the one that is so well recognized
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around the world that it has become the Toastmasters trademark.
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Phase II--The development of leadership skills. After they have been members for
a while, they are ready for the leadership phase. I explained that club and district
officers are provided with leadership training sessions, and have the opportuni
ty to learn and practice sound management methods.
Phase III—Personal growth. Throughout the communication and leadership
phases, our members become more skilled and comfortable in their various com
munication and leadership roles. As a result, their self-confidence and self-esteem
also increase—they begin to experience personal growth. At this point they are
ready to move into the final and most important phase of their Toastmasters
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Phase IV—The power to change. I emphasized that the most important and most
valuable aspect of the Toastmasters program is that it gives people the means
and the power to change. This is what all of the communication and leadership
development and the confidence-building leads up to and prepares us for. No
doubt this is what our founder, Ralph Smedley, had in mind when he stated,

"Toastmasters can help you become the person you are capable of being."
I was surprised when Willie asked, "Is the power to change what you are try
ing to get across with your theme, 'Experience the Power of Toastmasters'?"
I said yes. He then asked my favorite question: "What does it cost?" I said,
"Twenty-four dollars a year plus club dues," and went on to explain what our
members receive for their money. He laughed and said, "Get serious. You ctm't
provide a program like this for that litde money." Then it was my turn to laugh.
By then it was time for them to leave. If you are wondering why I didn't
invite my brother to join, the answer is simple. He has always been able to
recognize a good investment when he sees it. Before this year is over, I expect
he'll not only be telling others how the Toastmasters program works, he will
also be explaining what it means to him to "Experience the Power of
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Coping With Growing Older

Letters

Life moves so quickly that it's
often hard to keep up \with,
much less face and understand,

the changes that are happening

by Thomas Montalbo, DIM
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The Two-Paycheck Couple

by Carol Lee Morgan
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our careers. But if we are to

grow we must confront change
and manage it-before1t controls
US: Each article in this special
issue will help you meet the
challenge of change. . . and put
you on the path toward fulfill
ment and success.
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The Nuts and Bolts
of Toastmasters
May I congratulate your staff, as
well as the severtd writers involved, for
the excellent issue of The Toastmaster

for August.
The articles were to the point and
addressed most of the problems
members of our Toastmasters clubs

encounter in their programs. They ex
pressed the nuts and bolts of our
wonderful program in language we
could all understand.

Having known Dr. Smedley per
sonally as long as I did, I am sure he
would applaud your effort because he
was tilways emphasizing factual and
useful information for our members.

Perhaps a bit more of this sort of
treatment would be welcomed, along
with the professional self-improvement
articles you have done so well with in
the magazine.
Thanks again, and keep up the good
work!

Frank I. Spangler
Past International President

North Fort Myers, Florida

The Base on
Which To Build
After many years in the field of
education and training, I now believe
Toastmasters' structured progams jure
the best means to assist the manage

ment team of any institution in
developing effective communication
skills.

Our hospital, St. Elizabeth Hospital
Medical Center, has had a club for two

years. We have had a significant
number of people complete the basic
manual, and most of them are well

along in the advanced manuals.

other means of developing our
management team. Our response has
been that the Toastmasters organiza
tion provides us with the structure
necessary to develop communication
skills. These skills progressively build
the leadership needed to function in

leadership roles. In addition to skillbuilding, esprit de corps develops.
People who participate in our club
have closer ties and know one another

much better than they did prior to the
institution

of the

Toastmasters

program.

Our club meets weekly, which pro
vides more frequent opportunities for
members to work through the manual.
Thus, interest remains high. Our ad
ministrator, though not a member, is
supportive and encourages us to keep
the program going.
After our experience, we ture con
vinced that our hospital is well served
by the Toastmasters progrtun. We
believe the contacts made with other
clubs and individuals broaden our

horizons, and we invite other people
in the community to join us if no other
clubs meets their needs. If improving
communications in organizations is as
significant an aspect of smoothrunning institutions as most managers
believe—and may be the biggest single
problem of management--then
Toastmasters can provide the base of
educational support on which to build.
Every business, industry or service in
stitution can profit from the skill train
ing available through the Toastmasters
program.
Harold Trout

Director, Educational Services

St. Elizabeth Hospital Medical Center
Lafayette, Indiana

Keeping It Clean

Toastmasters club when we could use

I wish to take up the so-called "blue
material" controversy that has aired

THE
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We are often asked why we have a

recendy in your pages.
Three years ago my wife and I took
a Ctu-ibbean cruise. Shordy before the
cruise was over, the cruise director

organized a voluntary talent show
featuring some of us passengers. I
volunteered to do a 10-minute sttmd-

up comedy routine.
At the auditions, the cruise director
called me aside and advised me that

"this is a ftimily situation and no place
for locker room humor.'' Apparently
the director had had problems with
previous performers who, with a few
drinks under their belt, had forgotten
this rule, much to his chagrin. When
I replied that I have been a
Toastmaster for 10 years, he was ob
viously relieved and did not need any
further assurances that my material
would be clean.

He was right. I found enough
material about the foibles of life aboard

a cruise ship to fill three or four
10-minute comedy routines, without
any blue material.
It was the greatest compliment I
ever got.
Alan Neal

Riverside, California

Reflections On a
Great Convention
Toastmasters International must be

very proud of the exceptional educa
tional seminars at the San Diego con
vention.

The

Toastmasters

in

Founders District were very impress
ed with the quality and caliber of the
spetikers. It is my opinion this conven
tion was the best ever.

Everyone I spoke to was enthused
and motivated to attend next year's
convention. Orlando, here we come!

Myra Obert, DTM
Governor, Founder's District

Pomona, California
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IT'S NOT WHAT HAPPENS TO YOU,
BUT HOW YOU REACT TO WHAT HAPPENS.

Coping With
Growing Older
by Thomas Montalbo, DIM

Is age irrelevant? Is it a
reliable index of physical and
mental condition? Is it a myth
that growing older creates problems you
can't cope with?
"How would you act if you didn't
know how old you were?" asked Leo
Buscaglia, author and lecturer.
Answering his own question, he said, "I
bet you'd be acting a lot younger." In
his book, Living, Loving and Learning,
he writes: "We have a big thing about
age. I wiU never tell anybody how old I
am. I think it's a hangup...the minute
we attach an age to you, you're supposed
to behave like something...And when
you hear yourself saying, 'I'm too old
for that,' you're also closing doors.
You're never too old for anything!
Because age is in your head, nowhere

i

i 1

else."

"How old would you be if you didn't
know how old you was?" asked LeRoy
(Satchel) Paige, who is in the National
Baseball Hall of Fame. He had pitched
for 22 years in the Negro leagues before
he started his major league career at
age 42. Although professional basebtill
players reach their peak at about age
30, he thought age didn't matter. Even
he struck out batters in fast competition.
At age 65, when most people retire,

Ronald Reagan, at 72, is the oldest U.S.
president, yet he looks, walks and talks
like a robust man of middle age.
Eloquent public speaker Norman
Thomas, many of whose reform proposals
became law, continued to speak out

Winston Churchill became Prime

several times a week until he died at

and served until he was 92. Arturo

Minister of England, strode briskly
to the podium in the House of Commons

age 84. Congressman Claude Pepper, at
82, "gets better tmd more powerful with
age," according to a recent Time
magazine cover story. "If there is a

Toscanini memorized the complete
score of an opera in two days at age

in his 60s, still lean and hard-muscled,

and delivered his famous "blood, sweat

and tears" speech with vigor amd vitality.
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key to Pepper's vitality, it is that he
enjoys his work and has never lost his
passionate concern for people and
issues."

Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr. became
U.S. Supreme Court justice at age 61

85 and conducted his last orchestra at

87. Albert Schweitzer personally took

1983

care of patients in his hospital in
Africa until he died at 90. Novelist

Victor Hugo continued writing tUl
age 81. Giuseppi Verdi composed
operas in his late 70s. Artur Rubinstein
gave piano concerts well into his 90s. At
age 91 Eamon de Valera wtis president

achieved because they were geniuses
or geniuses because they achieved?
Thomas Edison, who produced over a
thousand inventions, defined genius
as "one percent inspiration and 99
percent perspiration." His countless

experiments often failed but he persisted.

their own way. Here are a few examples;
• A 90-year-old television broadcaster
recently signed a three-year contract to
continue doing what she has been doing
all cdong: editorials, interviews and
occasional half-hour specials.
• An 83-year-old man, a cafeteria

owner for 50 years, says he expects to
continue managing his two cafeterias imtil
he's 95.

<(]

'Life has no age. if you feel 'old,'

SOMETHING HAS GONE WRONG IN LIFE, NOT
WITH YOUR PHYSIGAL ORGANISM, BUT
WITH YOUR EMOTIONS"

• A 61-year-old man ended a 25-year
career as a family physician and began a
new career as a personal investment
counselor.

• A 56-year-old woman switched from
a successful career in education as a

college instructor in psychology and dean
of women to a second career as a real
estate sales executive.

• A 52-year-old man, after having
spent ten years as a research chemist,
of Ireland. Pablo Picasso continued

painting until his death at 92.
You may be thinking, "Those people
are unusual. They kept on achieving
as they grew older because they're
genuises. They're not models for
ordinary people." But what causes

so his life is an excellent example of the
"try, try again" motto.

Other Examples
Celebrities are not the only persons
with determination, stamina and re

of the firm.

sourcefulness. There are hundreds of

In her ninth and newest book. The Good
Years, 68-year-old Caroline Bird envisions

thousands of older persons who are un
known yet achieve and are productive in

genius? Who can say whether they

felt stuck in a rut. So he obtained a

counselor's job in a company with offices
tu-ound the U.S. and overseas. Today, at
age 69, he's the executive vice president

after the year 2000 an ageless society full
of people who refuse to feel old.
Dr. Ben Weininger, in the book.
Lifelong Affair, says "Life has

ARE YOU GOOD
ENOUGH TO BE A

PRO?

no age. If you feel 'old,' something
has gone wrong in life, not with your
physical organism, but with your
emotions. If we understand ourselves

properly and begin to see that life
does not have an age tag attached,
our lives can begin to be richer, with
less stress, anxiety and fear."
What does all this mean?

Toastmasters' Accredited Speaker

Progrom is now accepting appiications

for 1984.

Researchers believe that everyone's

life cycle consists of certain stages
during which common problems face us
all.

Toastmasters' Accredited Speaker Program Is now
accepting applications for 1984.

Some consider each 10-year period of
one's life as a separate stage. Others

The Accredited Speaker Program is designed to re
cognize those Toastmasters who have attained a pro
fessional level ot excellence in public speaking.
To qualify, you must be an Abie Toastmaster (ATM) and
a member in good standing of a Toastmasters club. You

phases in each of these major divisions,
though not as often as every decade. For

must have completed a minimum of 25 speaking engage-

example, they subdivide adulthood into

menfs outside the Toastmasters club environment within

youth, middle age tmd old age. "Youth"
represents the early adult years, age 18
to 39. "Middle age" is prime time, age

the past three years. Then, you must pass a rigorous twostage judging process.

Those Toastmasters who earn the prestigious title of
Accredited Speaker will receive widespread recognition
both inside and outside the Toastmasters organization.
They will have taken the steps that can launch them
on exciting careers as professional speakers.
Only a handful of Toasfmasfers have what it takes to

become Accredited Speakers. If you think you're one ot
them, write to World Headquarters for details on how to
apply. The deadline for the 1984 program is December
1, 1983.

divide the life span into three major
categories: childhood, adolescence and
adulthood. Still others see distinct

40 to 64. "Old" includes the later

years, age 65 and over.
A Continous Whole

But setting specific ages at various
stages of life is arbitrary and distorts
reality. Life is a continuum—a continuous

whole. Aging begins at birth and
continues uninterrupted throughout life.
People don't suddenly start to grow older
at a prescribed or exact time such as on

their 18th, 40th or 65th birthday. We till
age day by day. Whatever your age,
THE
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you're always getting older. But growing
older doesn't mean automaticzdly falling
apart.

In growing older, changes take place
at different times for different individuals.

The process is slower than you think and
can even be retarded by a sensible
lifestyle. Heredity plays a part in how we,
as individuals, grow older. So does the
influence of other factors, such as

JOKES for SPEAKERS!

For Toastmasters, Business Executives, Club Officers,
Banqueteers, or anyone who has to talk.
An up-to-the-minute Topical Joke-Bulletin with approximately 100 funny
one-liners, stories and roast lines. Created by top Hollywood comedy
writers. A great source of fresh professional material to humorize your
speech for any audience; any occasion. Current issue: $6.50.

smoking, drinking, physiceil and mental

Our 11th Year. Send check or M.O. to:

activities, and environment. Some
men become bald in their 20s, others

much later or not at all. Some persons
need eyeglasses in their 40s but others
may require them earlier, later or never.
A 65 year-old person and an 80-year-old

JOKES UN-LTD.
8033 Sunset Blvd., Dept. 0-3„ Hollywood, CA 90046

are as different in needs and wants from

each other as from the person of 35.
What's rationed about using age 65 as
the cutoff point for old age? What does
age have to do with retirement? Some
persons feel old at 40 and some feel
young at 80. The Social Security law
of 1935 set 65 as the age for retirement.
But a nationed law passed in 1978
eliminated any mandatory retirement age
for federal government employees and
raised it from 65 to 70 for workers in

private industry.
Some researchers cite "middle age"
as 40 to 55 and others, 45 to 64. Blue

|f%ip A I

I t"T I

Gaily illustrated by Sharlette

Il/cAL olr I !Clotli Bound q Executive Qunlity !
SPEECHMAKER"This book is actually

THE
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a handy little reference and complete doit-yourself kit for whipping up a speech of
just about any length- and on just about
any subject in a relatively short time and
almost unconditionally guaranteed to in

spire a standing ovation." ^7.50

collar workers consider themselves

Order vours now with check or money order.

KEYNOTE^PO BOX 1946.
ROCKFORD ILL.
61110

middle-aged at 40 and old at 60, while
white collar workers and professionals see
themselves reaching middle age at 50 and

starting old age ^t 70. Athletes lose their
"youth" around age 30.
Speaking of her marriage to actor
Humphrey Bogart, actress Lauren Bacall
said, "When I married Bogie, I was
18 and he Wcis 50, but that meant nothing

attitude is more important than even
skills, techniques or knowledge.
"People are about as happy as they
make up their minds to be," is the
way Abraham Lincoln summed up

on you is often determined by the way
you meet those conditions. If you have
a pessimistic attitude, you find some
thing negative in almost any situation.
If you take the attitude that growing

to us ever." When Bernard Baruch,

older means getting sick, you'll get

financier and public officicd, was 85 years
old, he said, "To me, old age is always

sick. If you think old, you'll act old.
If you say you can't give up smoking,
you won't. Your attitude brings into
play the law of expectancy and the
self-fulfilling prophecy.
With a positive attitude, you generate

15 years older than I am."
So the way people experience growing
older is a personzd, subjective and

individual process. Aging is like other
challenges we face throughout our lives:
graduating from school or college,
starting a career, getting married,
raising a family, seeking promotions,
undergoing illness, accident, divorce,
remarriage, career change, retirement or

Setting specific
ACES AT VARIOUS
STAGES OF LIFE
IS ARBITFtARY AND
DISTORTS REALITY.

The Chinese write the word "crisis" in

two characters, one meaning "danger"
and the other "opportunity." Which
way the crisis turns hinges on how you
handle it. That depends on your attitude.
Your attitude is the main thrust in coping
with growing older, as it is the key to
success in your career, marriage, or
anything else. Research shows that
THE

overcome inertia, create determination

and increase energy. That attitude
motivated a 68-year-old retired
salesman in Florida to do some research

widowhood. Each of these occurrences is

an emotionally significant event or
radical change of status and a potential
crisis in any person's life.

interest and enthusiasm. These in turn

attitude. Buddha said, "The mind is

everything. What you think, you
become." Management expert Peter
Drucker says, "The one resource
that is truly under your control is
yourself.''
The decisive factor in coping with
aging—or anything else—is not what
happens to you, but how you react to
what happens. The effect that failure,
sickness, accident and handicap have
TOASTMASTER/NOVEMBER

on older people. He discovered that many
of the happy ones have three factors in
common: (1) they inherited good genes
from their ancestors; (2) they walk at
least five miles every day; and (3) their
hobby is gardening.
Since the first factor is hereditary,
he couldn't do anything about it.
Fortunately his predecessors .had long
lives with good health. But he did
have control over the other two factors.

To make sure he would walk enough, he
gave up his driver's license. Now he
walks or takes a bus practically
19 8 3

everywhere he goes. He studied Florida
gardening at the loctil Senior Citizens

an average of 100 boisterous laughs a day.

Center, read all he could find on the

was stricken at age 52 by a crippling
illness that doctors thought was probably
caused by stress. He was on his back with
all the bones in his spine and joints
hurting. If stress had made him sick.

subject and went on tours to various
botanical gardens. Then he started out
as a volunteer gardener for a large
apartment building and soon became the
resident gardener with pay. He says he

mind that I was going to mtike it back all
the way." In a few years he recovered.

Editor and author Norman Cousins

Then he wrote and lectured about his

experience with laughter as part of the
full range of positive emotions that
contribute to well-being.

As you grow older, you may not have
the gorgeous hair or smooth flesh of
your youth. But that's not necessarily

has never been happier.

Laughter As Medicine
Humor is a great technique for
coping with growing older. In a survey,
a thousand persons aged 75 and older
were asked the secrets of their long

life. They put laughter near the top of
the list. Opera superstar Beverly Sills,

he wanted to see if laughter and other
positive emotions would produce
beneficial effects on his body chemistry.
So he arranged to get some old movies,
like those of Laurel and Hardy and the
Marx Brothers. In his book. Anatomy of

bad. Nature provides you with your own
special physical appeal that suits your
years. For example, 53-year-old Kaylan
Pickford, a topnotch photographer's
model recently profiled in 50 Plus
magazine, attributes her success to her
gray hair. "If I had dyed it." she said,
"I'd be another head trying to look
young and blonde." As for wrinkles,
she said, "I have lines in my face
and they tell of years in the sun, of
sorrow and joys. They tell me that I
have lived, and I am very much alive.
But do I long to be the smooth-skinned,
freckle-faced kid I once was? No, I long
today for what I longed for then—to be

An Illness, he writes, "I made the

the best I am able to be."

joyous discovery that ten minutes of
genuine belly laughter had an anesthetic

thine own self be true." Make the

Make the most
OF YOUR PHYSICAL
APPEAL BY BEING
TRUE TO YOURSELF.

who retired from singing three years ago,
writes in a recent issue of the Ladies'

Home Journal, "Well, here I am at 54
in a new job, general director of the
New York City Opera, and it's so
challenging and pressured that it mtikes

my singing career look easy...a sense of
humor has been my salvation through
the toughest times."
When Bob Hope, 80 years old, is
asked, "What keeps you feeling so

young?" he answers, "Laughter, the
greatest wonder drug of all." Legend
has it that hale and hearty Theodore
Roosevelt, a happy president, was
actually clocked by a reporter as having

Shakespeare wrote, "This above all; to
most of your physicEil appeal by being
true to yourself. Any effort you make to

effect and would give me at least two
hours of pain-free sleep." Though his
infirmities did not disappear overnight,

enrich your personal appearcmce will
succeed only if it's appropriate to you

he writes, "There was no doubt in my

WINGING IT
How to Think and
Talk Sense...

w
special
price:

TALK YOURSELF UP . . . with
Dr. Keith Splcer's Revolutionary
Think-First, Think-Fast, Teach-

USING THE ACCLAIMED
DOUBLEDAY BOOK ...

Six hours of stimulating, often
humorous, drills focusing on
business, professions and
government. Course includes
Dr. Splcer's 244-page
Doubieday book, four 90-minute

"WINGING IT is the book for

cassettes recorded to

you if you want to speak
creatively, competently, and
confidently. Practice Keith
Splcer's prescriptions and you
will avoid the Peter Principle."

broadcast standard, 78 pages
of workshop and drill
notes — ail in a strong, elegant

Yourseif Seminar in coherent
communication.

Notes.'
I

— Dr. Laurence J. Peter, author

of The Peter Principle.

W

A MIND — STRETCHING
SEMINAR...

binder.

A "live" seminar you can take
as often as you want at a
fraction of the cost of a public
seminar.

"it is a superb book, and i
heartily recommend it. . .
Through page after page of
easy, enjoyable reading, Keith
Spicer unfolds the secrets
through which any platformterrified soul who has left

fingernail marks in a lectern
can generate warmth and trust
and rapport with an
audience. .. WINGING IT is a
fabulous contribution to the

communication process .. ."
— Tom Ruddeii, ABC, president.
Book free with seminar; book alone $14.95
THE

HOW TO ORDER BY MAIL

Send $95.00 by check, money
order or Visa, Master Card or

American Express (name,
number, expiry) to ESi, Suite 81,
Box C34069, Seattle WA
98124-1069. Add $3.00 shipping.
(Canadian orders: send $95.00
Can. funds to ESi, Box 34007,
Station D. Vancouver, B.C.
V6J 4M1.) Add $3.00 shipping.

International Association of

TOLL FREE
CREDIT CARD ORDERS
U.S.A.: 1-800-438-1242

Business Communicators (lABC).

Canada: Call collect (604) 879-7618
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now and not when you were younger.
You may be saying to yourself, "That's
well and good, but suppose you suffer
from a sickness or disease which

disables you?" Elaine Partnow in her
book Breaking The Age Barrier tells how
her dentist conquered arthritis. In her

40s the dentist was so severely crippled
by arthritis that she couldn't raise
her operating arm. Unwilling to let
arthritis defeat her, the dentist "begtm
researching and discovered that
nutritional factors can affect the

disease, so she changed her diet. She

found that exercise would help, and began
swimming every day. She thought
positively. Today she has complete
mobility in both her arms and is
one of the busiest professionals in
dentistry."

combined it with pure emotion. His
deafness stopped his career as a pianist,
but he didn't give up music. Instead, he
concentrated on composing and
intensified the power of his symphonies.
As you grow older, you can't always do
what you like but you can usually do more
than you think. With a positive attitude
and common sense in watching your
health by proper nutrition and exercise,
you can make it possible to live an
extended life, stay active and enjoy it—no
matter what age you are.
George Burns is busier and more
successful at age 87 than ever before in
his life. "I can truthfully say that the
idea of retiring has never entered my

yiOAST SOMEONE
with the

scroITat pur next

Meeting, B^quet or
Special Occasion.
Guaranteed to bring doum the

bouse. Audience tested. Hand penned
by a Master cailigrapher andA.

faithfully duplicated on 9x12^

mind," he writes in his book How to

custom designed antiqued 601b
parchment paper. Opens in a serious

Live To Be 100—or More. He could have

Grandma Moses, who produced some
2000 paintings shown throughout the
United States and in Europe, first
embroidered pictures in yarn. But at
age 78 her arthritis prevented her
from embroidering anymore. So she
turned to oil paints. At 80 she gave a
"one-woman" show in New York City
which brought her fame. She continued
to paint until she died at age 101.
Eleanor Roosevelt, at age 75, was
asked what gave her so much energy.
She replied, "Part of it is in not
getting too self-absorbed. This becomes

more and more important as one gets
older. Inevitably, there are aches and
pains, more and more, and if you pay
attention to them, the first thing you
know, you're an invalid." Psychologists

retired at age 62 when his wife Gracie
Allen retired at the closing of the famous
Burns and Allen show. He writes, "And

100% RISK FREE .. . Instant refund.

Immediate delivery. We pay postage.
"It was a riot."

0. S Long,Jr., Millen, Georgia

"It brought the house down."
D. H., Winnjield, Louisiana

"1 highly recommend it as a real fun thing. 1
plan to use it again soon."
Harry EngUsh, Brookl)>n, New York
"Everyone listened very solemnly, and when
the punch line came there was
pandemonium."
7 Wgnanqa, Tamuning Guam
"Everyone doubled over in laughter. It was a

"Retirement, Never!"

uncertainties of the future. Above till,

and pains.

say this prayer by the Amerian theologian
Reinhold Niebhr, "God, grant me the
serenity to accept the things I cannot
change, courage to change the things I

M. D., Denver, Colorado

"The audience responded after many of the
descriptive adjectives. They really howled at
the finish. Absolutely hilarious."
M. S., Santa Pe, New Mexico

"It was the humor highlight of our special
roast."

M

Paul Herwley, Englewood, ColortM

can, and the wisdom to know the

difference." ^

"The Chamber of Commerce honored and

roasted our rairing Executive VP., and your
scroll fit in very well.

Thomas Montalbo,

E^^ tprmgjkk
"On his biill||iy. we made my cousin t

DTM, is a member of
Sparkling Toastmasters

waist down, this limitation didn't

Vtorld's Greatest eisnerman. It was a blast!"

L K M., Omaha, Nebraska

Club 3602-47 in St.

... and many, many more.

Petersburg, Florida. He
is a former financial

infinite pains over his compositions, he

managerfor the U.S.
Treasury Department
and author of the book The Power of
Eloquence: Magic Key to Success In
Public Speaking, published by Prentice-Hall,
Inc., Business &Professional Books Division,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07362. The book offers
information on planning, organizing and
delivering different types of speeches. Mr.
Montalbo is a frequent contributor to The

created perfect construction and

Toastmaster.
THE

B-Esser, fisherman, golfer, organizer,
coach, scorer... otyou name U!
All in matching calligraphy.

have to write this book." But he

become too busy to be distracted by aches

discourage him from continuing his
political career. Despite his paralysis,
he became the only person elected
U.S. president four times.
Composer Beethoven began his career
as a concert pianist and soon was playing
his own compositions. But the first signs
of deafness showed up in his late 20s.
As he grew older, his affliction
became steadily worse. By his late 40s
he was totally deaf and no longer able
to perform on the piano. So he focused
all his efforts on composing. Taking

bartender, jogger, physician,
attorney, president, fend, neighbor,

declares, "I—will—never—retire! I firmly
believe that you should keep working as
long as you can. And if you can't, try to
find something that will interest you."
Those are also the sentiments of Roy
Fenstermaker, 70-year-old winner of the
1983 Toastmasters International Speech
Contest, who titled his inspiring speech,

of pleasure can ease physical discomfort.
By submerging yourself in activities, you

Overcoming Handicaps
There are, of course, disabling
afflictions that won't go away. Franklin
D. Roosevelt was stricken with polio at
age 39. He had little use of his legs and
remained crippled throughout the rest
of his life. Although paralyzed from the

retiree, boss, secretary, lover,

even today I don't have to do what I'm
doing. . .1 don't have to travel around
giving concerts to thousands of people,
making movies, doing television specials,
recording country albums...I don't even

Since you're growing older day by day,
perhaps the best way to cope with it
is to live life a day at a time. That
prevents you from being haunted by
memories of the past or intimidated by

confirm that social and mental sources

vein and builds to a block-buster

finale. Dozens of categories such as
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WHAT TO DO WHEN YOU LOSE YOUR JOB.

"We've Got To
Let You Go"
by Ralph Aiello

The shock and trauma of sudden
unemployment are tough to
contend with, even when the

message is couched in gentle phrases
and adorned with lengthy explanations.
Feelings of defeat, depression, anxiety
and hostility are common after being
asked to leave your job. These feelings,

Don'tISOLATE yourselffrom friends,
NEIGHBORS AND RELATIVES. YOUR NEED

FOR FRATERNAL SUPPORT IS GREATER
THAN NORMAL AT THIS TIME.

combined with the sudden release from a

structured routine, make it easy to lose
self-control. Sleeping late each morning
tmd spending the afternoon watching soap
operas or sitting in the neighborhood
tavern can quickly become habits.
A positive attitude and self-discipline
are essential in conducting a successful
job search. The following tips will help
you maintain your self-discipline and
self-esteem; more importantly, they'll
enable you to wisely use your newfound
free time to explore and develop new
job opportunities.

• Get up early. When you're
unemployed, it's easy to sleep in an
extra hour or two each morning. After all,
you tell yourself, you don't really have to
be anywhere at any particular time.
Don't fall into this trap. Continue to
get up at the same time you did when
you were working and follow all of
your regulcir grooming routines. Shower,
shave, comb your hair, get dressed.
• Organize your job search efforts.
Use the morning hours during the week
for telephoning. Make appointments to
visit businesses and industries of
interest. Personnel administrators and

company public relations officers will
be more than happy to give you guidance
and literature oudining their employment
THE

policies. Use any extra time to write
letters and resumes, and plan. Schedule
regular visits to the library to use its

at your local college or high school, too.
These courses are fairly inexpensive, and

reference sections. Read nonfiction books

variety of new people will be enjoyable,
stimulating and steadying.
•Keep active. When doldrums strike,

the course content and contact with a

on topics you've tdways wondered about.
Factual reading will help keep you on the
reality track and will exercise your mental
muscles. It may also supply you some
employment ideas.
Sometimes unemployed people,
angered at their dependence on the
corporate system for survival, start
their own business, only to meet failure.
Frustration, anger, revenge and delusions
of grandeur are not the appropriate
motivations for establishing a business.
If you really want to start your own
business, be sure it is simple, affordable
and satisfies a real and present need in
the marketplace.
Seek Support
• Maintain your social and civic
activities. Don't isolate yourself from
friends, neighbors and relatives, and
don't stop pursuing your hobbies. Your
need for fraternal support and positive
self-expression are greater thtm normal at

you have been putting off. They'll absorb
your attention and, when completed,
give you a feeling of accomplishment.
Don't indulge in the comfortable and
passive habit of watching television on
a regular basis, and avoid the company
of chronic-complainer types gathered at
bars, beaches and park benches. Both
can be debilitating.
Approach each day with a purpose.
Review your job-hunting progress
weekly and dismiss the thought that
you have to perform some fantastic,
grand-scale feat to solve your employment
problem. With the right attitude and
approach you'll find new and better
job opportunities quickly £uid easily, and

this time.

Ralph Aiello is a writer based in Orlando,

It's a good idea to sign up for courses
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tackle all of those minor household chores

you'll feel better about yourself. ^

Florida.
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Are You

CIp-To-Date
or Obsolete?
by David K. Lindo
W W ow long has it been since you've
introduced any kind of change to
** a product, system, procedure or
strategy that would benefit your
company? When was the last time you
were called upon to solve a difficult
problem? When was your last promotion?
Your answers to these questions may
determine the future of your career.
They'll reveal whether you are up-to-date
or obsolete. Thousands of people
become obsolete each year. They've
stopped taking positive steps toward
self-development and advancement in
their careers. They have become less
productive, less willing to change and
less mobile in their jobs.
You don't have to become obsolete. By
following the simple five-step plan
outlined below, you'll upgrade your
capabilities, update your skills and

enhance your career.
•Review your performance. A south
eastern consumer products firm laid off

about 100 development engineers. A
review of their personnel files disclosed:
an average age of 41; seventeen master's
degrees; sixty-one bachelor's degrees; an
average of 15 years work experience, 10
years with the firm and five years in
their current job.
In addition, antdysis disclosed that
50 percent had not received any training
or attended any seminars since they had
been hired; 90 percent had not had
training in the past five years. Although

your employer, and you are competing
with others to do so. This means that

Remember, you are a business,

as a business, you need to regularly
review your performance. Take stock
of your talents, skills and training.
You need to be up-to-date to be
competitive.
• Identify personal problem areas.
React to the information revealed in step
one. Which of your assets have
depreciated over the years? Look ahead
five years. What changes do you foresee
taking place in your job or field? What
are you doing to prepare for them?
Take Charge
• Develop a corrective action plan.
Act on any weaknesses you may have
discovered. If necessary, read journals,
attend seminars and in-house develop
ment classes, study books, take a
sabbatical, attend trade fairs and exhibits,

selling your skills and knowledge to

rotate job assignments or take field trips.

group members had been credited

with 15 patents, all of those occurred in
the first five years of employment.
These findings may not be typical for
people in the retail trades, service
industries or management. But I suspect
that most ideas for improvement are
developed by people who are current
on the technology of their job. They
recognize that times and methods

change, and they work to keep up
with them.

THE
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_\/ORD WISDOM
by David Rottman
How do you react when a speaker uses a Greek or Latin phrase? In the right
circumstances, a point can be underscored dramatically through the use of the
proper classical term. Under other circumstances, the same expression can sound

stilted and affected. Here are some Greek and Latin terms which are frequently
used by learned communicators. Your own comfort level with these expressions
is the best guide to their use.
1. aegis

The aegis was the shield of Zeus in the Greek myths. The word has come
to mean "protection" or "patronage," as when a foreigner is under the aegis

of his country's foreign embassy. Aegis has also come to be used in a more general

Find out what's new in your profession,
then apply what you learn.
But do more than just improve the
skills needed for your present job.
Work on developing skills you may
need to advance in your career. Improve
your human relations skills. Learn how

to work effectively with other people.
Develop organizing, staffing, delegating,
coordinating, budgeting and reporting
skills. If you don't get an opportunity
to practice these at work, join a
volunteer group and apply them there.
By correcting known deficiencies you
can reposition yourself and make it
easy for your boss to use you.

way to mean the tu-ea of one's authority or responsibility.
2. agape

This word is spelled the stime as the word which means "open-mouthed with
wonder," but agape also means "love for mankind," in a broad and general
way. Agape has the specific meaning "Christian love," and is used to denote

Always BE

the "feast of love" of the Eucharist.

PREPARED TO

3. catachresis

This term refers to strained or awkward use of language, or outright misuse
of words. Expressions such as "design-wise" or "we'll have to game-plan that
one" are examples of catachresis.

SHO WAN EMPL0YER

YOU'RE AN ASSET.

4. catharsis

From the Greek "to purge" or "to purify," this word has two primary mean
ings. In medicine a cathartic is a digestive purgative, such as a laxative. In
psychoanalysis the term refers to the process of bringing up hidden or repressed
ideas, emotions or memories for the purpose of releasing the energy which they
contain. In everyday usage, a catharsis can be any purging or purifying ex
perience (such as watching a play or movie) which arouses the emotions and
brings them to a satisfying conclusion.
5. deus ex machina

When the cavalry appears out of nowhere and rescues the hero in a Western,
the plot has been resolved by a "deus ex machina." The "deus ex machina"
was a god in Roman and Greek drama who appeared in difficult situations
through the improbable use of an on-stage device somewhat like a crane. He

was lowered onto the stage at a moment when till appeared lost. Hence any im
probable or artificial resolution of a conflict is a "deus ex machina."
6. hamartia

Hamartia is the tragic flaw which brings about the downfall of the major
character in a tragedy. The tragedy is most effective when one of the cardinal

sins is the character defect or hamartia. (Mere ignorance or being in the wrong
place at the wrong time will also suffice.) Hubris(pride) is one of the most com

• Build a good record. Your
corrective actions should help you
establish a good work record. It's up to
you to tell your boss about your record
and to see that your performance is
documented in your personnel file. Make
sure your file contains material about

your inventions, licenses, hobbies, foreign
language skills, civic awards, cost savings
awards, promotions earned, articles
written, professional certificates, offices
held in volunteer organizations and

additional degrees. Also, keep your own
file of your achievements. Always be
prepared to show an employer, current
or prospective, that you are an asset.
• Be enthusiastic. Personal

mon sources of hamartia.

enthusiasm to develop and grow does a

7. halcyon

The phrase halcyon days refers in general to a golden time of peace, happiness
or prosperity. The word comes from the Greek for a fabled bird, probably the
kingfisher, which was believed to have the power to calm the wind and water
at the time of the winter solstice, resulting in halcyon days.
8. kudos

"Glory," "fame" and "acclaim" are all meanings oikudos. There is no such

word kudo; the word is always used in the plural even though it takes a singular
verb: "all the kudos of the nation is extended to him."
9. lacuna

Lacuna means "an empty space" or a "gap" and is often used when tapes,
letters or documents have sections missing. If you have mastered insufficient
vocabulary, there may be lacunai(the plureJ form)in your education. The word
is related in origin to the word lagoon, meaning a pool or cavity.
10. lex talionis

Lex tcdionis or "the law of talion" requires that a punishment be identical
to the crime as in "an eye for an eye." The word talionis has the same root

as retaliate, hence lex talionis is the law of(equal) retaliation.

great deal to overcome the onset of

obsolescence. By staying enthusiastic
about your job, coworkers and yourself,
you help yourself generate energy to
perform better.
Take a personal inventory. Measure
your assets and liabilities. Enthusiastically
develop new skills while you maintain
those you already have. Then keep good
records. The payoff is career
advancement and enhancement, and a

career that will last a lifetime. ^
David K. Lindo has over 20years of
practical management experience with three
Fortune 500 companies and has published
more than 50 articles on management and
financial topics. He is also author of

Supervision Can Be Easy©, published by
AMACOM 1979.
THE
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THE 808 USHER IN AN ERA OF CHANGED
COMMUNICATIONS STYLES. HERE'S HO\v v^-.E
TOASTMASTER IS HELPING PEOPLE COPE WITH
OUR NEW "INFORMATION SOCIETY"!

Mcoiaging
the Stress of

CHANGE
by Dr. Nina Harris, DTM

Imagine a typical harried workday

who for years has been studying and
applying the principles of "change
psychology" to his personal business

. ..phones ringing. . .appoint
ments running late...an
unexpected project to complete. In the
midst of all the uproar, you "take
ten," only unlike most of white collar
America, you don't wander to the pop
machine or employees' vinyl refuge.
Instead, you retreat to the Creative
Planning Center.
Continue with your imagery, this
time picturing a softly-decorated
room complete with "cushy" chairs,
recessed track lighting, environmental
music and a spectacular view of the
city's horizon from the 15th floor

focuses on providing full-service
accounting to individuals and small
businesses. A graduate of the University
of Arizona with a bachelor's degree in
biological sciences, Jim brings a
scientific, exploratory mindset to the
study of change.
Long an advocate of Michael Vance's
creative thinking seminars and a student

window!

of the works of the late Buckminster

Depending on how you feel, you may
wriggle out of your shoes for a bit and
with the aid of nature sounds and

biofeedback monitoring, slip into a
few seconds of alpha. Or you may reach
for the latest book in teen parenting
for a quick glance at a chapter or
two. Perhaps springing up and down
on the mini-trampoline may revitsdize
you. A final break selection might be
adding a few more of your ideas to the
Creative Planning Board or reviewing
yesterday's budget meeting video tape
.. .all alternatives available through
the Creative Planning Center!
Sound terrific? It did to me, too!

So terrific that when I was designing
a 10-session television series on stress

management, I asked the originator of
this unique facility to provide the
material for the finale. ..a person

THE

life.,

Jim Norman, a 12-year Toastmaster,
is president of Norman and Company,
Ltd., a Phoenix-based CPA firm that

Fuller, Jim researches an aspect of
creativity, tests it in Toastmasters'
meetings, and then applies it occupationally. His specialities are
brainstorming, storyboarding and
multimedia learning, £dl centered
around the the facility of the
Creative Planning Center.
"Oops, Nina!" you say. "You
started out talking about change, now
you're discussing creativity. Where's

stress. Researchers indicate that the

number one occupational stressor is
ambiguity...not knowing what's going
on at work! One healthy coping strategy
is to first to identify how we as
individuals change. Then we must begin
to creatively act within our environment,
instead of sitting back and reacting—or
resisting— new societal advances.
To find the answers to my own
concerns about the unknown—change,
stress and its counterpart, creative
thinking—I tisked Jim some key questions:

Nina: Jim, what is the biggest
stumbling block in effecting change
within a person or a system?
Jim: As you mentioned earlier, often,
from fear, we try to resist new methods
or attitudes. That just creates stress. A
better way to effect change is to make the
procedures or system obsolete by building
an artifact.

N: That's a Buckminster Fuller concept,
isn't it? What would be an example of an

the connection?"

artifact?

You're right. It is confusing, but
there's a correlation! We are, according
to futurists like John Naisbett of
Megatrends fame, in a period of rapid
change within our society—change, for the
most part technically based, that forces
people to conform to new values, new

J: The Creative Planning Center is an
artifact I created within my own
company. It is a facility that, by its
very design and nature, stimulates free
thought, relaxation, teamwork.

lifestyles.
With rapid change come fear and

N: Naisbett supports that idea when he
discusses some of the forms springing up

T0 A S TMA S TE R /N0 VEMB E R
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to counteract major trends or changes
within our society. An example is the
creation of "networking" organizations
and workshops on how to network.
People are finding that the old
organizational hierarchies are outdated
and ineffective. Through informal
networking they can bypass these
structures and communicate more

freely, providing contacts, emotiontd

N: Yes, that development of"high tech"
correspondingly necessitates more "high
touch," high need for human interaction.
Naisbett even suggests that the advent
of more frequent and faster jet services
has just increased the scope and number
of meetings! Jim, I know you have a
personcil commitment to linking people
and product in your business. Could
you share that with our readers?

''The MORE TECHNOLOGICALLYORIENTED WE BECOME, THE MORE WE
NEED TO COMMUNICATE PERSONALLY.
'

support and answers to problems.

J: Yes, the more technologically-oriented
we become, the more we need to com

municate personally. The key is to try to
use our technical knowledge to free us to
communicate more effectively and
clearly.

J: Sure! As you know, CPAs often
fall into that stereotypical mold in the
layperson's eyes. . .stuffy, exacting,

mounds of figures and a ream or two
of paper and it's a bit intimidating!
I want to demystify accounting for
my clients. I also want them to be able
to participate in their own financial
planning. I attempt to do this through
brainstorming sessions (held in the
relaxing confines of the CPC!) with a
client. Acting as a clearinghouse of
client-related information (we're
constantly mailing related articles to
our clients to just keep them in informal
contact with us—everything from financial
tips created from needs identified in
the brainstorming sessions, to where to
find the best fishing holes for that
client who likes weekend getaways!)
Developing their financial profile
through "schematics" which are cartoons
and pictures that simply, yet graphically,
represent their current status.

N: I like the idea of participating, of
taking responsibility for my financial
future. I have a tendency to give that
responsibOity away to people whom I see
as "authorities" primarily because I'm

technical. They can sometimes create an
aura of power and mystery simply
because they communicate in financial
terms the average person doesn't

J: Exacdy. As a society, we're overloaded

understand. Surround a client with

with new information. It becomes a

fearful and overwhelmed with data.

Body Language isn't taught
in school ...
It has been estimated that some 70-90% of our day-today communication is conducted non-verbally.
Unfortunately, to many men and women, body
language is a foreign language.

How Important Is
Your Image To You?

You Need This Course ...

This course will teach you how to signal positive selfassurance without opening your mouth! Learn the

• If you are a professional whose career is dependent

power signals utilized by leaders throughout the

upon effective communication.

world, including Presidents, corporate CEOs,Profes

• If you are ever called upon to speak before a group.
• If you desire to improve your marketabilify.
• If "first impressions" are important to you.
• If you are in a cut-throat industry in which every
tool that enhances your credibility will increase

sional Sales Executives, and dynamic Motivational
Speakers.

QOP. DDQG
RMTS Unlimited Potential, Incorporated

your chances for success.

PO Boi 507, S»lem. Oregon 97308

Body Language:

Please rush me
Ten Basic Power Signals course(s) at
$24.95 each, which includes postage and handling charges.I under
stand that, if for any reason I am not satisfied after examining con
tents for 30 days, I may return it for a full refund.
MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO R.M.T.S. UP,Inc.

Ten Basic Power Signals
Course includes: Audio Cassette Tape instruction

detailing body language do's and don'ts; 15 Signal
Cardsfor personal role placing and rehearsal,includ
ing the Ten Basic Power Signals plus eight "Killer"

Name

Address

negative signals to be avoided. Additionally, a Power
Signal 21-Day Rehearsal Chart is enclosedfor turning
the Power Signals into a life-long habit.
THE

City

State .

.Zip .

Send to UP,Inc., P.O. Box 507, Dept. PS, Salem, OR 97308
(Allow 4-6 weeks for processing and delivery.)
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process of taking charge, litertdly
separating the wheat from the chaff.
N: I'm reminded of Gerald Jampolsky's
philosophy in his touching book, Love Is
Letting Go ojFear. He states that people
basically approach life within two frames
of reference; fearfulness—a needing to
hold on to the secure, the stable, to resist

change—which brings inner turmoU. Or
faith, identified by an overwhelming

Lisien and Succe u
Cassette tapes featuring condensations of best-selling books:

□ Power of Coal Setting
□ How I Raised Myself

by Napoleon Hill

Speaking by Millard Bennell

□ The Magic of Believing

□ The Createst Salesman

in the World
by Og Mandino

by Claude Bristol

Each only

$10.95 Mid
With rapid

by David Schwartz

□ The Art of Public

from Failure to Success

in Selling by Frank Beltger

□ Magic of T hinking Big

□ Think and Crow Rich

by Paul |. Meyer

Enclosed is my check or money order for _
(checked above) (a) $10.95. Total $

-tapes

Name

Address

Make checks payable to:
Success Tapes

City-

3027 S.E. 20th Ave.

Visa/M.C.#.

Portland, OR 97202

State-

Zip-

Exp. Date

CHANGE COME
FEAR AND STRESS.

belief that there is an answer even though
that answer may be unknown to the
person at the present moment. It's an
inherent belief in the process of life. ..the
journey. ..that ultimately the process can
be trusted.

MOVING?
If so, we'll need your change of
address. Please give us your old
address as well as your new by
attaching an address label from a

(INCLUDE CLUB AND DISTRICT NUMBER)

recent issue of THETOASTMASTER

Name (print) .

in the space shown.

Club No

Mail this to:
Toastmasters International

J: Yes. If people approach this new
era with fearfulness, they will lose
their ability to problem-solve, to seek

ATTACH YOUR ADDRESS LABEL DR
PRINT YOUR OLD ADDRESS HERE:

2200 N. Grand Ave., P.O. Box 10400
Santa Ana. OA 92711

alternatives, to be creative, in a sense

to unfold as human beings.

District No..

New Address.

City
State/Province
Zip
If you are a club, area, division or district officer.
indicate complete title:

N: I know, Jim, that you are a student
of your own behavior as well as a
student of content. What are some

tips that you could give us Toastmasters
to help us cope with information overload,
with fear, with change?
J: In the creative process, one must risk.
One must be eccentric. One must dare to

be unconventional. One must ask ques
tions which may be laughed at by others.
One must straggle with new concepts.
One must force oneself to go deeper into
a subject. In this way, one can make

persons who may know something on the
subject of their project. Whenever I
talk to an entrepreneur, or someone
with an idea, I try to encourage and
facilitate their thinking and ideation
process. This helps them, and it allows
me to consider a new area vicariously
and without risk.

When working in an area whichIhave
never studied, I am uncomfortable.

ButIhave learned to control my anxiety,
reduce my self-expectations and give it
a shot. I have learned to do the best

discoveries.

To help stimulate my creative thinking
process, I hang visutds of my idea on the
wall. I pin up nearly everything I know
(or someone else knows) on a subject
(this is called storyboarding), and study
it. Usually, the visuals will show where
deficiencies are, and where one needs to

grow and gain more knowledge. This is
good. Knowing what one knows and what
one does not know, is a great help in
making progress.
Entrepreneurs sometimes go through
a similar creative process on new
projects. They think out loud. They
test their ideas. They get reactions
from those around them. They seek out
THE

I can, to be honest, to be positive, and
to use creative thinking techniques.
N: All done within the context of a CPC?

textures and music.

J; Yes, stress is created by unsolved
problems. Compounded by an unsettled
environment. By studying the creative
techniques and concepts of Vance,
Naisbett, Jampolsky, and the creative
genius of Disney, we can find strategies
for moving out of a stress-producing
situation. It's unpleasant at first,
because it's new and unfamiliar. But

persistence creates a sense of power
and control over your lifespace, your
destiny.
N: As Buckminster Fuller would say,
"You force yourself into a greater
vision!'

J: As much as possible. It's important for
people to have a place that they perceive sis
safe, warm, approachable. . . and a place
where they can go to create in their home

f
Nina Harris, DTM,

is an active member of
Park Central Club

3527-3, in Phoenix,

as well as their office.

Arizona, and director of
N: It means building an environment
whether it's a room, a nook, or your
favorite chair. Including tools for
planning. . . paper, writing instruments,
media, appropriate lighting, colors,
T0 A S TMA S TE R /N0 VEMB ER

Nina Harris & Friends,

a Tempe, Arizona, firm
that provides commun
ication consulting services to educational

systems, private business and individuals.
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JUST $10 SMRTS YOU ON A SPECIkL
DENIS WAITLE

15-DkY RISK-FREE AUDITION OF

r

T

THE PSVCHOIiOGy
OF l/KINNING
%

w

Here is the proved successful system developed by
behavioral specialist Denis Waitley .. . the system
that draws the best from Freud and Maslow ... that

enlarges on T.A. and electronic biofeedback... that
builds on the simple, everyday things that separate
TOTAL WINNERS from the merely successful—newly
produced and offered for the first time in an easyto-listen-to cassette program.
Here are the attitudes and matching actions ttx3t
make the TOTAL WINNER difference, the ten simple
to learn and adopt principles that assure you the
winning edge in every business or social situation.

Author-narrator

Denis Waitley
offers you
10 KEY SESSIONS

following introduction
by Earl Nightingale.
1 POSITIVE SELF-EXPECTANCY:

Alone well worth your investment
2 POSITIVE SELF-MOTIVATION:

Leads you to a lifetime of winning
3 POSITIVE SELF-IMAGE: How to

AND YOU'RE INVITED TO AUDITION THIS
POWERFUL AND STIMULATING PROGRAM ON

A NO-RISK, FULL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!

Send only $10 to audition "The Psychology of Win
ning." At the end of 15 days, either pay the $39.95
balance or return the cassettes for full refund.

expand your achievements
4 POSITIVE SELF-DIRECTION:

How to program your time
for greater achievement
5 POSITIVE SELF-CONTROL:

How to control your entire life
6 POSITIVE SELF-DISCIPLINE: How

to practice success techniques
7 POSITIVE SELF-ESTEEM: How to

avoid discouragement, failure
8 POSITIVE SELF-DIMENSION:

How to live more fully NOW
m

RE
BONUS
OFFE

9 POSITIVE SELF-AWARENESS:

How to realize your true potential
10 POSITIVE SELF-PROJECTION: How
to communicate and succeed

CALL TOLL-FREE

1-800-323-5552
Get two cassettes by

Earl NIgtitingale—"Wtiat

(during Chicago office hours)
(Illinois residents call
1-312-677-3100)

Makes Successful

Any other time, call

People Tick?" and "Ttie

1-800-621-5199

Common Denominator
of Success"—FREE wtien

you order today!

(Illinois residents call

1-800-972-5855)
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NIGHTINGALE-CONANT CORPORATION • The Human Resources Company*
3730 West Devcxi Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60659

MAIL TODAY TO START YOURSELF ON A LIFETIME OF TOTAL WINNING!

YES: I wont to be o TOTAL WINNER! Rush me the slx-cossette album "The Psychology of Winning" with Its Ten
Qualities of a Total Winner (valued at $49.95) plus FREE Earl Nightingale Album Bonus (valued at 319.95) on your

RISK-FREE 15-DAy AUDITION. If not 100% sotlsfl^, I may return both albums tor a full and prompt refund.

□ Enclosed Is $10.00 or charge credit card shown. Bill me Check One;
the balance of 339.95 plus 32.50 tTondllng and shipping.

□ Enclosed Is $49.95 or charge credit card shown. I save
$2.50 handling and shipping; get same refund privileges.

Name

City

Signature _

□ Visa
□ Diners Club

Exp.Date

Account #.

(must be signed to be valid)

.Company.

(Please Print)

Street Address.

□ Master Charge
□ American Express

Title-

(Not P.O. Box)

.State.

.Zip.

TO CAUSE CHANGE YOU OFTEN HAVE TO DEMAND IT.

How To Complain
by Carol Lee Morgan

It is natural not to subscribe

Maintain Self-ControI

wholeheartedly to the maxim of
British poet Alexander Pope:
"Whatever is, is right."
If you look around you can find plenty
of things that are not right. Passive
acceptance belongs to an age of optimism.
It belongs with settled churchgoers,
armchair philosophers and people in
routine jobs. If you fit one or more of
these categories, perhaps this article is
not for you. But if you are a risk-taking
individual, read on. Ours is the age of

• No matter what the offense or difficulty,
remain calm. Don't act outraged or belitde
the people around you. Just state your
difficulty. Such an attitude in the
face of trouble will win you more support
than if you vent your feelings, get red
in the face and scream. Make the people
around you feel sorry for you.
Suppose you need a form from another
office. For inexplicable reasons, the

revolt. Statistics show more individual

scene. Treat the personnel like

lawsuits today than ever before. It is

professionals. Thank them and leave.
Later, one of the workers might
locate the form and bring it to you.

considered mature, hetdthful and assertive

to complain, according to authors of
recent self-help books. You are supposed
to speak out, not retreat into passive

office can't find it. Don't create a

Workers who are treated like human

friends. This interferes with your
concentration. You could say something
like: "Roger, I am working on a deadline
project and it is hard to concentrate
when you visit with your friends. Would
you mind going out into the hallway and
talking there?"
Suppose you're having trouble with
your boss and you think the only way to
work things out is to go to your boss's
supervisor. Don't just complain that your
boss is unreasonable. Ask for a transfer.

• Take all alternatives. Complain to the
Better Business Bureau, the Board of
Trade, the Chamber of Commerce.

Contact the media "hot lines." If you
think a gas station sold you water-diluted
gas, report that to your local
government's office of weights and

acceptance.

beings often will go out of their
way to bend the rules.

Get the proper attitude towards
complaining, and begin! These
techniques may help:
• Complain as quickly as possible after

Don't ACT outraged, or belittle

what is troublesome. First make certain

your complaint is based on a real, not
imagined difficulty or offense. If you
discover your car has slashed tires,
notify the police immediately. Even
though it may be time-consuming to
make a police report, such documentation
is useful when you present a claim to
your insurance company.
Suppose you hear through the
grapevine that people have been gossiping
about you. Don't sit and stew about it.
Talk with those people immediately. Tell
them you have heard they were gossiping
about you, and invite them to discuss
it with you. Such a reaction on your
part may forestall further gossip and may
even lead to an apology.
•Be direct. Suppose the woman in the
apartment next door bangs her door
noisily when she leaves for work every
morning, one hour before you have to
get up. Do not complain to the manager.
Tell the door slammer.

Suppose you and a colleague are
working on a project and the colleague,
for some reason, bosses you around.
Ask him or her: "Aren't your energy
wheels running overtime?" Try to settle
the difficulty yourself rather than go to
the boss.
THE

measures. Also write the distributor of

THE PEOPLE AROUND YOU. JUST STATE
YOUR DIFFICULTY. YOU'LL WIN MORE

SUPPORT THIS WAY THAN BY SCREAMING.

• Be cheerful. We till know people who
bore or anger us with their constant
complaints. They complain about their
work assignments, the hot water being
shut off temporarily in their building,
their low status and pay. They invite
comments like: "If you don't like it
here, then get another job." When you
complain, demand help. Such remarks

the gas.
Suppose you are being treated for some
illness and your doctor prescribes a
medicine that has side effects.

Immediately notify the doctor who
prescribed it. If you feel the doctor
did not give you fair warning, notify
medical associations.

Sometimes you can take the offender

as: "This is the third time the boss

before the small claims court. You

asked me to do furniture inventory. I

don't need a lawyer to represent you.
The judge will help you with the
technical points of your case.
If you master these techniques, you
will be on your way to becoming a
complainer people listen to.

was hired as a writer. What can I do

to avoid these rotten assignments?"
invites constructive responses from
coworkers.

• Document your complaints. Suppose
your boss is difficult. He denies you
training and harrasses you. Write down
all incidences. Lawyers love to see
well-organized notes.
• Name a specific remedy. Suppose the
office you share is small, and your
coworker talks constantly with his
T0 A S TMA S TE R /N0 VEM B E R
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Carol Lee Morgan is a member of DOL
Gaveliers Club 3028-36 in Washington, D.C.
Her articles have appeared in Reader's
Digest, the Washington Post, the
Baltimore Sun and Consumer's Digest.
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1982-83 Year Yields Big Dividends
When Toastmasters' International

Officers and Directors met in San Diego
in August to review and act upon some
of our organization's educational and
administrative matters, they had
only good news to report and discuss
at their meeting.
"Our efforts have made the past
year the best in Toastmasters'
history—both in growth and educational
accomplishments," President William

this year. The New Member Orientation
Kit provides clubs with everything they
need for inducting, orienting and
integrating new members into clubs,
while the new Membership Building Kit
contains a complete collection of
promotional brochures and booklets
to help clubs increase membership.

advanced-level Toastmasters. Further

year is long, as Executive Director

club leaders who were all interested

Terrence McCann revealed in his

in learning about our organization.
He also promoted Toastmasters

special report to the Board:
•The number of Toastmasters earning
ATMs increased 14 percent.
Communication and Leadership mtmual
completions increased 18 percent, while
Advanced Communication and Leader

ship manual completions increased 11

After hearing the reports of our

Toastmasters, and recommended that

•Toastmasters' membership increased
7.6 percent, for a total of 101,222

members met in committees and began
discussions. Tuesday afternoon they

members—the most ever.

reconvened to announce the results

the largest number of active clubs in
Toastmasters' 59-year history.
• A toted of 995 Youth Leadership
Programs were reported, an increase of
16 percent.
• The number of Speechcraft courses
increased 25 percent, for a total of 1253.

most significant actions the Board:

is the charter level of 20 members.

• Reviewed the final draft of the

new Success/Leadership module, "The

Maintaining club strength at the 20
member level will be emphasized.
World Headquarters will alert districts
of any clubs that experience a 25 percent
decline in membership between
semiannual reporting periods.
• Reviewed the concept of a visual
presentation for instructing clubs on
membership building, and approved the
development and implementation of the

Art of Effective Evaluation." This

dent's 40 list reached 315—the highest
ever.

edition will be issued in mid-1984.

This phenomenal growth was com
plemented by several membership and

• Discussed two proposed Advanced
Communication and Leadership
manuals,"The Professional Salesperson"

club-building aids which made their debut

World Headquarters explore the
possibility of developing a new Success/
Leadership module that will build leader
ship skills in participants.
• Explored early signs of membership
decline and recognized the need to reaf
firm that the acceptable club membership

of their hours of arduous work. In the

exciting new module will become
available in early 1984.
• Approved a concept for upgrading
the Communication and Leadership
manual, including changes to the
manucd's evtduation guides. A revised

• The number of clubs on the Presi

recommended that this information be

communicated throughout the
Toastmasters organization.
• Discussed the avenues of leadership
training available to individual

program.

percent.

were chartered, for a total of 4887 clubs—

discussion will take place at the February
1984 Board of Directors meeting.
•Reviewed the results of two surveys:
One involving a handpicked group of
"top clubs," the other a randomly
selected group of Toastmasters clubs.
The committee identified eight areas in
which successful clubs clearly excel, and

through more than 35 radio, television
and newspaper interviews, generating
enthusiasm and recognition for our

President, Executive Director and
Internationcd Directors, the Board

• Four hundred ninety-eight new clubs

scheduled for completion in 1984.
• Reviewed Toastmasters' system
for recognizing members' educational
accomplishments and discussed ways to
provide additional recognition for

President Miller had a list of

And the list of dividends for
Toastmasters' 1982-83 administrative

broken all records and proven that
teamwork pays big dividends."

each of these manuals, which are

Presidential Travels

achievements to report, too. He
traveled more than 60,000 miles during
his one-year term and met with 104
groups of business, government,
military, educational and service

O. Miller, DTM,announced."We have

and "Technical Presentations." The

committee reviewed and approved the
project titles and speech objectives for

program.

• Discussed midyear Regional

5.000
102,000

97.000

TOTAL NUMBER OF CLUBS

TOTAL MEMBERSH P
4.600

92.000

4.400
87.000

4.200

82.000

4.000
3.800

77.000

3.600
72.000

3.400
67.000

3.200

62.000

3.000
^
rs
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Conferences and developed recommenda
tions for directors planning such
meetings, including motivation and
reinforcement of training, and
development of the team concept. It also

progress of districts and encouraged districts
to utilize long-range planning so that all

a limit on expense allowances for

districts will achieve a level of 50 clubs

the Board of Directors. The policy
provides that the budgeted expense
allowance for any officer of the Executive

recommended that expenses should

the Regional Nomination of Directors to

Committee will not exceed an amount

be borne by attendees.
• Approved two modifications to the
District Performance Report to increase

cover tie votes between candidates.

its usefulness and also authorized World

receiving the lowest number of votes
in the balloting for nomination to the

equal to the average of the previous
three years budgeted for that office
plus the normal budget inflation factor.
This policy will be effective with the
1984-85 budget of Toastmasters

office of International Director, shadl

International.

result in a separate ballot between

The next meeting of the Board of
Directors will be Friday, February 24,
1984, at World Headquarters.

Headquarters to provide a report to
directors of projected end-of-year
Distinguished District Program points
for each district.

or more.

• Revised the Procedural Rules for

At the business session of the Regional
Conference, tie votes between candidates

those candidates.

• Adopted a policy to establish

• Reviewed the club extension

members of the Executive Committee of

.Tl FINANCIAL STATEMENT1982-83.
STATEMENT OF ASSETS OF ALL FUNDS

RESTRICTED

District Reserve Fund balances.

June 30. 1983

Restricted grants
Ralph C. Smedley Toastmasters

GENERAL FUND

$ 143,590
1,146

International Memorial Fund ..

UNRESTRICTED:

Cash and temporary Investments, at cost

$ 916,934
88,027

Accounts receivable

34,662

Total—restricted

$ 179,398

Due from Property Fund

Deposits, prepaid postage and other

Total

23,776

Total—unrestricted

$1,208,135

$1,028,737

INVESTMENT (ENDOWMENT)FUND

RESTRICTED:

Cash

87,905
91,493

Due from General Fund—unrestricted

Investment Fund balance

$ 790,758

Total
Total—restricted

$ 790,758

179,398

Total

$1,208,135

PROPERTY FUND
Due to General Fund—unrestricted

Property Fund Invested balance

$1,124,912

Property Fund Reserve balances:

Reserve for additions and replacements .

INVESTMENT(ENDOWMENT)FUND
Cash

Marketable securities, at cost (estimated value
of $926,167)

Total

30,220
29,871

Total .

766,061
9,644

Due from General Fund—unrestricted

$

Reserve for maintenance

15,053

60,091

Total

$1,185,003

$ 790,758
GENERAL FUND-UNRESTRICTED

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURES

FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1983
INCOME

PROPERTY FUND

Membership charges

Property, building and equipment at costLand

$

Building
Furniture and equipment

Total property .

253,040

materials and supplies

$1,124,912

Cash

$2,213,498

Club Charges
Charges for optional educational

45,716
651,190
428,006

Other income

335,963
45,747

Total income

$2,848,248

60,091
OPERATING EXPENSES:

$1,185,003

ToUl

Administrative
General services

$ 166,861
335,209
100,313
48,129
377,550
60,019

District expenses
Membership and club extension
Publications and communications

STATEMENT OF LIABILITIES AND BALANCES

Educational development

OF ALL FUNDS

Educational materials

GENERAL FUND
UNRESTRICTED
Liabilities:

Accounts payable
Sales tax payable

341,658

Club supplies, equipment, and

June 30, 1983

insignia purchases
Employee benefits
General expenses

418,792
160,691

Maintenance and operation of property

123,980

327,064

$ 178,219

Advance convention deposits
Due to General Fund—restricted

Due to Investment(Endowment)Fund
Deferred charter fees

Due to Property Fund
Funds held for TMI Regions

Total operating expense

1,664
42,896
91,493
9,644
11,825

OTHER DEDUCTIONS:

60,091

Provision for acquisition of
typesetting equipment

1,032

Total liabilities

Provision for other replacements
and additions to property

$ 396,864

Unrestricted—General Fund balance.

$2,460,266

EXCESS OF INCOME OVER OPERATING EXPENDITURES

$

$ 387,982

60,000
30,000

631,873

Total other deductions
Total—unrestricted

90,000

$1,028,737
EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENDITURES....
THE
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$ 297,982
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PEOPLE IN TODAY'S WORK WORLD NEED A NEW
STRATEGY-ONE THAT WILL HELP THEM PROTECT
THEIR CAREER OR DEVELOP A NEW ONE.

How To Save

(or Switch)
Your Career
by Freda Grones

Jack and Jill went up the hill—in

for researching, organization and
communicating. You will And these
suggestions neither easy nor trouble-free,
but they are practical and have proved
successful. Many people, unhappy with
or on the brink of losing their positions,

response to a summons from the
personnel director of their
company. They came down—not with a
pail of water—but with notices that their
jobs were being eliminated within the next
30 days.
Unfortunately, such scenarios aren't
unusual in this economy. While some
politicians and economists are telling
us that things are getting better, the im
provement is too little and too late for
many companies. Consequently, layoffs,

have found alternative ones within the

same company or mounted successful
job-search campaigns in areas they
previously had not even considered.
• Assess your skills—Your objective
is to find your inherent strengths and
talents—those activities each of us is

naturally good at. This is easier for
people who are happy with their current
jobs than for those who are dissatisfied.
The happies need only to make a list of
their present responsibilities, activities
and priorities, beginning with the most
liked responsibility and ending with the
least liked. For instance, if you are a sales

cutbacks, offers of early retirement,

hiring- and wage-freezes continue.
The Jack and Jills in today's work
world need a new kind of strategy—one
that will help them protect their careers
or develop new ones. You, as a
communicator, have a distinct advantage,

since the strategies suggested here call

THE
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club, sales and

political meetings
SURE NEED HUMOR!

representative who enjoys a great deal of

you think others expect or may want for

job satisfaction, your list will look
something like this: talking with people
Eind making new contacts; putting
together a presentation; negotiating and
closing; organizing the work week;
following up on shipments; writing

you. Aspirations toward management or
becoming a millionaire are not natural
to all of us. Remember also that goals
can always be changed. Your reason for
establishing goals is to give you a plan
or direction—not to map the rest of
your life in concrete.

reports.
Reflect on the Past

IF YOU'RE

INVOLVED,
SEND FOR
THIS BOOK

If you're unhappy with your present
responsibilities, it's probably because
they are not taxing your natural abilities.
Bill Ellermeyer, career-planning
consultant for Career Management
Services in Santa Ana, California, says,
"If skills don't match responsibilities
you have unhappiness. Yet many
overlook what they can do naturally.
For instance, a great cook may never
consider how she or he might cook for
money."

"UNACCUSTOMED AS I AM"
. . . gives you 238 pages of good, current humor
Indexed for easy use. A bonanza for busy chair
men and editors. Good reading for anyone with
a sense of humor.

Pointed material to fit any occasion compiled
by the International President of a world-wide
service club for his own personal use.

Never leave a
POSITION WITHOUT

NCWf Second Printing.
Send Check for i 795plus k.95 Mailing or your
Master Charge'Vise number, Indiana odd 4%Tax.

A LETTER OF

REFERENCE FROM

THE LORU COMPANY
PO.BOX 396,NORTH WEBSTER,INDIANA 46556

YOUR SUPERVISOR.

JoheS for SPEAKERS!

■■■■r

RAVE

REVIEWS!

"Hilarious Jokes"
Schnurmacher (Columnist)
— Montreal Gazette

"New Fantastic Jokes"

Dick Sair (Managing Editor)
— News Bureau of Canada

For Toastmasters, for club, !
sales, and business meetings.
Humor for any occasion. Upto-the-minute, fresh, new

He suggests going back in your life
and reflecting on past achievements.
"Put yourself under a microscope.
Find out what it was you were good
at and enjoyed doing. It doesn't matter
how long ago that was. If at five years
of age you successfully rem a lemonade
stand, you'll probably find that whatever
skills that took, you used with equal
success over and over again throughout
your life. And you probably should be
in a career that demands exactly those
skills."

REVIEWS! Pro humor for

Ellermeyer conducts workshops that
help individuals get in touch with
their inherent skills but says that
most people can do that on their own.
He suggests reading and doing the

your speech. MAIL $7 U.S.

exercises in books such as What Color Is

topical one-liners jokes and
roast lines. Joke bulletin &

speaker'sjoke books. RAVE

EOR

100

SAMPLE

"HILARIOUS"
JOKES

PLUS

SPEAKER'S JOKE BOOK
CATALOG. OUR 7TH YEAR.
COMEDY PUBLICATIONS

4874 Cote Des Neiges, DepL 601-T

|_ _Mon^al_ 213y J[H4 jC

_
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Your Parachute, by Ralph Mattson.
As you're assessing your skills, think
also about your goals. Your immediate
goal may be to simply hang in there.
But what about a year from now? Five
years? Ten? What future responsibilities
and/or salary do you want for yourself?
Again, there are many good books
available to help you determine your
goads. Most will advise you to think in
terms of what you wamt rather than what
TOASTMASTER/NO V E M B E R
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• Manage your job description,
performance evaluations and letters of
reference —Any or all of these
can play key roles in starting a new
career or retaining a position or getting
a transfer or promotion. Your objective is
to keep them as current, accurate and
specific as possible.
Job Description: Most medium-size
and large companies have written job

descriptions in the personnel file of
each of their employees. But small
companies often do not. If there is no
official job description for what you do,
ask your supervisor to write one or offer
to write it yourself.
Effective job descriptions are simple,
but specific and usually address the
following topics: job tide and department;
title of immediate supervisor; tides of
employees under your supervision;
overall or primary responsibility; daily,
weekly, monthly and annual activities;
general education and tiny special training
necessary to meet the job's qualifications;
assessment of how long it would take for a
qualified new person to become
comfortable with these responsibilities.
Job descriptions should be updated
every time a responsibility changes (i.e.
mtmual procedures become
computerized), a new responsibility is
added, or an old one deleted. It is

generally wise to review your job
description every six months and make
the appropriate changes. Do not destroy
your old job descriptions. You may need
them for reference.
Performance Evaluations: Since these

are tangible records of your
responsibilities, accomplishments and
attitudes, a good, excellent or superior
evcduation can act as leverage in gaining
a new or alternative position. Sometimes,
even a poor evaluation ctm be used
similarly if you can show that it was
unfair, or that you were evtiluated for
activities that didn't fall under your job
description or for which you were not
trained.

To protect your career, insist on at least
one performance evaluation a year. Be
sure it includes any specitJ projects
you may have worked on, additional
training you may have taken, and ways
in which you may have improved your
work flow.
Letters of Reference: Never leave a

position without getting a letter of
reference from your immediate supervisor
19 8 3

—even if it's only a transfer of shifts
or departments. If your supervisor is
unwilling to write the letter, ask if you
can write and submit it for the

supervisor's approval and signature.
Be Specific
Again, specific information is more
impressive than general comments. Think
in terms of what, on that letter, will

sufficiently impress a potentitil new
employer to hire you. For example, a
statement such as "During 1983, John
successfully opened six new accounts
which increased sales by 50 percent" is
better than "John worked diligently to
open new accounts and increase sales."
Use your job descriptions and
performance evaluations to Jog your
memory, and be sure the letter comments
on any special projects, training or
achievements. Finally, depending on the

Look also for problem areas. Your
particular skills may be the key to a
problem's solution. For example, one
secretary learned that the small sales
department she worked for would
probably close because it wasn't doing
well. The secretary knew that a recent
change in warehousing and shipping
procedures had created a coordinating
gap. She suggested that she work as
liaison between the sales representatives
and the warehouse to insure a proper
information flow. She not only created

a new position for herself—one much
more to her liking—but gave the entire
department a second chance.
Depending upon your particular
situation and the company you work for,
you may want to consider talking with
your supervisor and personnel director
about your research activities. If so, be

That's right! Every month you will re
ceive cassettes on speaking related
skills like effective conversation, ac

tive listening and public speaking
along with stress management,
image enhancement and confidence
building techniques. Great for every
speaker! Makes excellent gift!
INCREASE YOUR
PERSONAL ATTRACTION

Available only through 6-month sub
scription of $35(outside U.S. $41)or
12-month subscription of $63 (out
side U.S. $75).
'RISK FREE TRIAL — If not satisfied

Your reasonfor establishing goalsis
TO GIVE YOU A PLAN OR DIRECTIONNOT TO MAP THE REST OF YOUR

most effective.

• Explore your opportunities—Your
objective is to learn what is out there that
calls for your skills, and at least partially
meets your goals. In other words, for the
time being you may have to settle for less
than the ideal. If you have a choice, it's
usually better to remain in or accept a
position that fits your skills, rather

P.O. Box 1184, Dept. D. MILLBRAE. CA 94030

honest. Tell them you are not planning to
quit, but are interested in learning what
may be available within the company.
Think of yourself as interviewing for the
first time with this particular company,

successes and failures, locations and

but as having a distinct advantage—an
established contact. Take advantage of
that contact by continually keeping
communication open and letting the
people in charge know that you're
working toward a mutual benefit—yours
and the company's.
If you've decided to change careers,
investigate your new choice. Read
trade magazines in your new field of
interest, talk to people in the field
and join related professional
organizations. Then use your skill
assessment,job descriptions, performance

functions of all its facilities and their

evaluations and reference letters to show

departments. Your sources of information
are company literature, financial reports
of public record, newspaper and
magazine articles, and your own eyes

prospective employers why you are
qualified for the position you're seeking.
By following the above strategies, you'll
find greater personal satisfaction and
you'll achieve your career goals with

than one that doesn't but pays more.
Since seniority, retirement and
insurance plans are important to most

of us, begin by investigating your job
opportunities with your present employer.
Learn all you can about your company,
its corporate structure, philosophy, goals,

and ears.

Be on the alert for news about new

Mail check or money order to:

SPEAKING OYHAMICS

LIFE IN CONCRETE.

situation, the supervisor stating that
he or she would rehire you can also be

with our product, return within 10
days for full refund.
'FREE "Decision-making" tape with
year subscription.

ease. ^

m

WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF

MEETING AIDS & AUDIO VISUAL SUPPLIES

• One Stop Shopping. Hundreds of
products. Custom slides, slide sets,
projectors and accessories, overhead
supplies, video furniture.
• Quick,Convenient Ordering. Expert
assistance by mail or phone. Your
verbal PO is always welcome.
• Fast Delivery. Overnight shipments
are available.

• Risk Free Triol. It not satisfied with

our products, return within 10 days tor
a full refund.
Name

contracts, projects, departments or
divisions. Expansion and growth ususilly

Compxany _

mean new job opportunities. Some of
these may require additional training.
If so, determine what that might
entail and if you are willing to undertake

Freda Grones is a writer, editor and

Address

creative writing instructor in Orange County,
California. She is also president of The Write
People, afirm specializing in public relations,

Citv_

it.

resume writing and editing.
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The

Two-Paycheck
Couple
by Beth Bauer

John's company has just offered
him a promotion and a $10,000
raise. "This is a fantastic

opportunity to get out of middle
management and to head a profit center
of my own," he says. "I'm 34, and the
next few years are critical. How can I
say no?"
His wife Sharon can. The promotion
means relocation to San Francisco.

Sharon will have to leave a newly
acquired position as an advertising
account executive. "It took me six

years and three universities to get my
B.A. in communications, and my Jobs
until now have been part time and
underpaid," she says. "I've finally
gotten a real job, and now he wants me
to give it up."
John and Sharon are one of many
couples facing the difficult realities of
what's being ctJled a dual-career or a
two-paycheck marriage.
"A generation ago, John and Sharon
would have been anomalies—oddball

exceptions to the general rule. Today,
Johns and Sharons are all around us,"
say Marjorie Shaevitz and Morton
Shaevitz in Making It Together as a
Two-Career Couple. As psychologists and
a two-career couple themselves, the
Shaevitzes advise other couples in the
same situation: "If you are to cope with
whatever problems you may encounter in
a two-career relationship, it is imperative
you understand that the dual-career
phenomenon is probably the most
important social change of the twentieth
century."
Breaking Ground
The number of two-paycheck couples
started growing when large numbers of
married women began entering the work
force, for philosophical or financial
reasons, in the late 1960s and early 1970s.
"The change has occurred with such
lightning speed that most of us were
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(and some still are) entirely unaware
of it," say the Shaevitzes.
In 1960, 30.5 percent of married
women worked. In 1970, 40.8 percent.
And in 1980, 51 percent. Two-paycheck
marriages now outnumber traditional
marriages that Dick Irish describes in
How to Live Together Separately as: "Mom
stayed home and baked the bread and pop
went off each day to make it."
It's estimated that in more than 30

million American families both partners
now earn the bread instead of baking it.
They are pioneers of a new lifestyle,
breaking ground for those who wiU
follow.

Partners NEED to
ALLOW,ENCOURAGE
AND TOLERATE
CONFLICT

What are the major difficulties of twoCdireer couples? How are they overcoming
them? And how are employers
responding to employees who not only
have their own careers to consider but

a spouse's career as well?
Catalyst Career and Family Center
sent a survey to working couples nation

wide asking them to identify their
most troublesome problems. "Allocation
of time" was the number one concern,
followed by "financial issues," "poor
communication" and "conflicts over
housework."

Good time management, a top priority
for two-paycheck couples, begins with
a realistic attitude about just how much
one person can accomplish. "At first I

1983

Budget Decisions
Financial issues of two-career couples
call for a recognition that traditional
methods of handling the family budget sne
based on the husband being the sole wage
earner. New methods may be needed
when both partners earn salaries. They
need to agree on the answers to such
questions as: Will there be "his" and
"her" money? Do both partners have
equal say in how money is spent? Is
decision-making power based on how
much each person earns?
Two-career couples have devised
several ways to handle their finances
successfully. They may contribute equally
for household expenses or if one partner
earns a substantially larger salary, they
may contribute to household expenses in
proportion to their salaries. Some couples
pool their incomes and pay for everything
from this one fund. And some pool a
certain part of their salaries but keep a
portion over which only the wage earner
has control. New duail-career couples tend
to favor more formed budgeting methods,
such as proportional or equal
contributions to the budget. Later on,
couples often prefer a pooled-income
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arrangement.
Lack of communication between a
iMS-' ii

two-career couple is often related to poor
time management. Couples must find
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time to talk so communication doesn't
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thought that my inability to keep up with
everything would go away," says a
married career woman, remembering
what it was like when, after many
years as a homemaker, she joined the
work force. "I couldn't seem to get
around to certain things, like making
cookies or gifts for Christmas or sorting
out the summer and winter clothes before

the season was in full swing."
She and her husband would talk about

how things would be different—more

organized—next year. But when the
next year came it was just like the one
before. "I can't say it felt very good to
wake up and realize that things we used
to do were not going to suddenly just
pop back into our lives," she admits.
"As long as we both worked, we were
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going to have to settle for less time to
do certain things and that was a reality
we had been postponing."
Finding the best way to portion out
a limited amount of time calls for what

can be painful self-analysis as to what
in life is most important to you. But the
effort can bring rewarding results.
"Investing time, energy and money in
achieving a satisfactory combination of
career and marriage is well worth the
effort. Couples who have arrived at a
satisfactory combination of career and
marriage feel healthier than those who

break down. A regular Monday night
meeting to discuss plans for the coming
week can help. And couples need to be
aware that two-career relationships are
difficult to pull off. "Particularly during
the beginning phases, there are certain
to be many issues to deal with, a moderate
degree of conflict, and some inevitable
arguments," say the Shaevitzes.
Good time management also relates to
that most mundane of two-career

problems; conflict over household chores.
There's nothing glamorous in hearing two
rising young executives by day arguing,
by night, over who takes out the garbage.
Meg and Wes found themselves in that
unenviable position. Meg would return
home from a demanding day at the bank
to find dishes piled in the sink, an
unmade bed, and clothes draped
carelessly over Wes' wooden valet in
the bedroom. The mess bothered her, but

what annoyed her more was that Wes

are less satisfied with the combination.

returned home before her and made no

The combination has more of an effect on
health than either satisfaction with

effort to clean up.

career or satisfaction with marriage,"
concludes the Catcilyst survey.

find him settled in his lounger chair, a
waterfall of newspapers cascading from
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In fact, he'd add to the clutter. She'd
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his lap onto the living room floor as he

st4ck with it and do what is necessary to

Some will not employ both spouses under

watched the five o'clock news.

work things out.

any circumstances. Others will not
employ them both in the same
department or allow one spouse to be
the supervisor of the other.

"I know it bothers Meg, but what am I
supposed to do?" asked Wes. "Turn

• They must recognize that marriage
is a process, a constantly changing

into Mr. Clean?"

relationship that requires continued

Meg tried to ignore his messiness.

Success Factors

workplace. "Unfortunately, many major
employers still operate as if there were
only one breadwinner in every family,"
say the Shevitzes. The biggest problem is
the one John and Sharon, the couple

Skills that two-career couples need
to handle problems are similar to the

mentioned earlier, struggled with when
he was offered the promotion that

Conflict-of-interest rules may keep
an employer from hiring anyone whose
spouse is working for a competitor or
for an organization that has an
interest in the employer's business.
And even if a spouse is hired, one or
both partners may be considered poor
security risks and their advtmcement,
as a consequence, may be held back.
The best way for a couple to handle
both anti-nepotism and conflict-of-

skills one wage-earner couples need.
"Where they differ, perhaps, is in the
amount of stress they undergo simply
because they are living together under

required a move to San Francisco: What

interest roadblocks to their careers is

do we do when a relocation benefits

to discuss frankly with an employer
how you would deal with the situation.
Let the employer know you are alert to
the problems involved.
Despite the problems to be overcome,
two-career couples find the payoffs are

Wes tried to be neater. They both
failed. Then they found their solution
to who takes out the garbage: neither of
them. They hired a high school student
to come in during the day while they
were at work to clean up. The results
delighted both of them.

attention and care.

Besides the challenges of combining
career and marriage, two-paycheck
couples face additional hurdles in the

one partner's career but damages the
other's?

Lack of communication between a

worth the effort:

TWO-CAREER COUPLE IS OFTEN RELATED
TO POOR TIME MANAGEMENT COUPLES
MUST FIND TIME TO TALK SO
COMMUNICATION DOESN'T BREAK DOWN.

higher income than one-wage-earner

• Two-career families earn a
families.

• When both partners are wage
earners, each has greater flexibility in

terms of changing jobs or careers, doing
part-time work, returning to school, or
taking time off.

• The economic impact of long-term
illness, death, or a layoff will not be as
great.

conditions that constantly test the
strength and flexibility of their
relationship," say Francine Hall and

Douglas Hall in The Two-Career Couple.
Like the Shaevitzes, the Halls are
married and both have careers. She's

president of a humjui resources consulting
firm; he's a college professor.

They say two-career couples must use
their problem-solving skills more ably

"Even when only one wage earner was
(or is) involved, moves were (and still
are) traumatic," say the Shaevitzes.
"But the problems raised by relocation in
families where there are two wage earners
are infinitely mor^ complex than those
for the one-breadwinner family."
Companies are becoming more aware
of the difficulties. When Catalyst
surveyed corporations, 76 percent said

•Two-career couples can bring added
knowledge, skills and competence to all
members of the family.
• They have a wider range of social
and business relationships and
friendships.
• They are more likely to understand
each other's problems at work.
But the greatest reward seems to be that
combining a successful career with a
successful marriage creates a particularly

and more often than single-career
couples. When they asked therapists what
qualities help two-career couples succeed,
the same factors were cited again and

they had met with increased resistance
from employees who were asked to

again:

spouses in the new location.

And he adds that two-career couples

Couples like John and Sharon should
consider asking employers for assistance.
"People knowledgeable in personnel

aren't the only ones to benefit from their
new lifestyle.
"Pound-for-pound and square-inchfor-square-inch," he says, two-career
couples are "the most responsible
class in the country—producers,
taxpayers, parents. Working couples are
the glue which holds the nation

• Partners need to become more
realistic.

• They need to be flexible—that is,

willing to change themselves and to accept
change in a spouse or in the relationship.
•They need to be able to talk directly
with each other about emotionally
charged issues and feelings.
•They need to allow, encourage and
tolerate conflict.

•They need to function as individuals

rather than rely solely on the marriage for
emotional support.
•They need to develop a basic sense of
mutual trust, respect and esteem.
• They must feel, a real commitment
to the relationship, a willingness to
THE

relocate. Some corporations are willing to
help valued employees find jobs for their

matters know that there is an informal

agreement among personnel directors to

try to find jobs for the spouses of
transferring or newly hired employees,
when such spouses are known to be
seeking outside employment," say the
Shaevitzes. "This fact is generally
not known to outsiders. But the practice
is growing."
Hiring Policies
Anti-nepotism policies and conflict-

satisfying life for some couples. "Working
at what we love and living with whom we
love is happiness," says author Dick Irish.

together.
Beth Bauer is a

writer based in Irvine,
California. She has won
awards for her feature
and news writingfrom

of-interest rules can be another hurdle

the International Asso

for two-career couples. Anti-nepotism
policies differ from company to comptmy.
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ciation of Business
Communicators.
19 8 3

BUILD YOURSELF
TO BECOME A DYixlAMIC SPEAKER
Become a speaker whose
words are heard, understood
and acted upon! Learn to
share vital information effec
tively, motivate others to

action, inspire people to great
heights and make them laugh
until they cry. Toastmasters
International has developed
two of the most complete and
dynamic cassette albums ever
produced. Each combines
simple yet profound tips on

effective speaking with live
examples from some of the
world's greatest speakers—
past and present. These out
standing albums are ideal for
your own self-development
and listening pleasure, or for
your own club's learning
library.

Order both today—and
learn to touch others with

your words!

A NEW CONCEPT
IN AUDIO

Here are some of the stars

of public speaking who
appear as models for you:

• JOHN F. KENNEDY
• WINSTON CHURCHILL
• DR. MARTIN LUTHER

KING. JR.
• WILL ROGERS
• FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT
• GEN. DOUGLAS
MACARTHUR
• DR. NORMAN VINCENT
PEALE
•BOB RICHARDS

• CAVETT ROBERT
• DR. CHARLES JARVIS
• BILL GOVE

AND TOP CONTESTANTS
IN THE TOASTMASTERS
"WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
OF PUBLIC SPEAKING"
HUMOR,SPEAKING AND

• MARK RUSSELL

LEARNING

• DR. HERB TRUE

In these exciting albums,
Toastmasters International

•JOEL WELDON
• CAVETT ROBERT

explains the key principles
that can help you build your
platform power and shows
you how to put them to work.
Thanks to the live examples,
you actually hear how it's
done by the world's best
speakers delivering their most
memorable speeches.

THE EFFECTIVE
SPEAKER
A truly meaningful listening
experience! With this excite
ment-packed album, you'll
learn time-tested techniques
for effective public speaking,
and you'll hear them brought
to life by some of the great
speakers of our time.

YOU

• DR. CHARLES JARVIS

CASSETTE

?

THE EFFECTIVE SPEAKER

• DR. JIM BOREN

Included are such vital

subjects as:
• YOUR MOVE TO
SUCCESS
• THE POWER OF WHAT
YOU SAY

• THE RICHES OF
REHEARSAL
• SPEAK FROM THE

POWER OF MEMORY
• THE CROSSROADS OF

CREATION
• MAJOR ROLES A
SPEAKER PLAYS
• DYNAMIC DELIVERY: THE
AUDIENCE SPELLBINDER
• CAPTURE THEIR HEARTS
WITH HUMOR
• FIRE THEM WITH
ENTHUSIASM

Six solid hours of the finest

listening and learning
pleasure!

•BOB RICHARDS
• MICK DELANEY

•SUZYSUTTON
• WIN PENDLETON
•DOC BLAKELY
AND MANY MORE!

TOASTMASTERS INTERNATIONAL

P.O. BOX 10400, SANTA ANA 92711
Please send me.

_ set(s) of THE EFFECTIVE SPEAKER (243)

IMember Price: $45

Please send me

(252)

set(s) of HUfVIOR...SPEAKING AND YOU

Member Price: $45

Remittance must accompany each order. Add S3 shipping charge for each cassette
program inside the United States, and $4 for each cassette shipment to Canada,
Mexico, and overseas.(California residents add 6% sales tax.)

□ I prefer to pay now. My ctieck or money order for $
is enclosed.

□ I am a Toastmaster. Please bill me in ffie amount of $

through Club No

District

NAME

Club No

District-

Address

City
Country

- State/Province.

Zip-

HUMOR,
SPEAKING
AND YOU
Laugh and learn at the
same time! Learn the essence
of humor, how to find
humorous material and how

included in this highly educa
tional and hilariously funny
album:

• WHY WE LAUGH
• MAGIC METHODS OF
HUMOR

• LET ME ENTERTAIN YOU

to use humor when you

• BRING INFORMATION

speak. Then roar with
laughter as you hear live
examples from some of the
world's greatest humorists.

• MOTIVATE WITH
LAUGHTER

Profit from a truly unique
concept in cassette teaming.
Here are some of the topics

TO LIFE

• INSPIRE WITH FIRE

Order today for six hours
of delightful listening and
learning!
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David Levinson

Hughes Radar Systems 855-1, El Segundo,
CA

m

Hamilton Barhydt
Lawndale 999-1, Lawndale, CA

Congratulations to these Toastmasters who have ■
received the Distinguished Toastmaster certificate,
Toastmasters International's highest recognition.
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Bruce K. Lagasse
Libertarian 4211-1, Los Angeles, CA
Audrey D. Henderson
West Valley Orators 107-4, San Jose, CA

Chandler May
Moving On 223-F, Westminster, CA
William E. Strong
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Sam Brand

Mun-E-Men 2732-2, Everett, WA

Naval Postgraduate School 2032-4, Monterey,

Sally Beattie

CA

Pioneer 2308-15, Boise, ID

Alfred J. Baima

Don E. Harbin

Lands End 3976-4, San Francisco, CA

Border Toasters 2127-23, El Paso, TX

John D. Winter

William E. McCoy III
High Spirit of TMS 4368-4, San Mateo, CA
Barbara Jean Anderson
Co-Op 1125-5, San Diego, CA

West Rowan 2225-37, Cleveland, NC

Patricia D. Kirk

Robert D. Miller

Tower Talkers 937-24, Omaha, NE

Arthur W. Brown

Victory 221-6, St. Paul, MN

Gabs 2746-48, Guntersville, AL

Sarnia 3700-62, Samia, Ont., Can

Richard J. Hedman
North Hennepin 2464-6, Minneapolis, MN
David J. Schade
Oregon City 390-7, Oregon City, OR
Harry W. Gabriel
Jantzen 2979-7, Portland, OR
Nancy Carolyn Leonard
EE-Quip-Sha 501-9, Ephrata, WA

Eugene F. Reyes HI

Geraldine Pucilowski

Mike Cohen

Gear your club
for growth with. . .

Annh/ersaiy
Month!

Van Nuys 172-52, Van Nuys, CA
J. Marcel Auger
Le Club TM Lemoyne 1261-61, Montreal,
Que., Can
Robert M. Cairns

Public Service 3174-68, New Orleans, LA

Your club can receive these

Medina 941-10, Medina, OH

Morgan R. GrifHths Sr.

awards for members joining

Western Reserve 2502-10, Madison, OH

in October, November and

ATMs

[December;

Charles M. Goetz

Twin Lakes 4358-11, Monticello, IN
Charles E. Michel

• 5 New Members — Banner
Ribbon

Congratulations to these Toastmasters

• 10 New Members — "Best

who have received the Able Toastmaster

Speaker of the Day" Award
• Top Club in Each District —
Special Banner Ribbon

certificate of achievement.

T.A. Jansen
Maple Drive 2789-14, Atlanta, CA

Kenneth H. Kirk

Peter Cerny
Aerospace 3368-14, Robins AFB, CA

Eullerton 37-F, Fullerton, CA

Gloria Anne Waterloo

Presented by Your District Gover
nor (Minimum of 5 New Members
to Qualify)
Use Annlversaiy Month to help your
club growl (New, reinstated and dual
members count: transfer members do rrat

qualily.l
THE

Buckhead 1520-14, Atltmta, CA

Dennis C. Huish

Will Rogers 645-16, Tulsa, OK

Fluor Forensic Forum 219-F, Irvine, CA

Gerald Michael Steelman

Jerry Raskin
Blue Flame 2717-F, Costa Mesa, CA

Marc D. Nagele

Wesley 1022-16, Oklahoma City, OK

Ken Wood

Bartlesville Advanced 2330-16, Bartlesville,

Mixmasters 3686-F, Downey, CA

OK

Gladys M. Flint
Rancho 3828-F, Bellflower, CA

North Arundel 3442-18, Linthicum, MD
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WiUiam N. Hubbard
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Rolland C. Nauman

Marshalltown 1857-19, Marshcilltown, lA
Richard T. Lawman

Toastmasters Unlimited 1379-22, Lees
Summit, MO

Oscar Lafayette Dodds
San Luis Obispo 83-33, San Luis Obispo, CA

Litwin 2109-22, Wichita, KS
Priscilla A. Salcido

Carlsbad 1182-23, Carlsbad, NM

Joyce Midkiff
Noon Enthusiast 2102-24, Council Bluffs, lA

Marque Nelson
Richardson Noon 2146-25, Richardson, TX

James F. Jeter
Palestine 4207-25, Palestine, TX
Loma Jeanne Davis
Horizon 4450-26, Grand Junction, CO

Saad Sacs 2591-39, Sacramento, CA

Carol Frew

Sharpe 3209-39, Lathrop, CA
Randal B. Cooper

NY

Zanesville 257-40, Zanesville, OH

Philip R. Buehrer
A1 Burton

Middletown 723-40, Middletown, OH
So. Charleston 1528-40, S. Charleston, WV

Martin R. Paskov

Alden L. Lindner

W. F. Merritt

Burlington 2857-35, Burlington, WI

Whitehall 3002-40, Columbus, OH

Donald Leistikow

Jean A. McCall
TM of the Bluegrass 4271-40, Lexington, KY

Groundhog Communicators 3485-35,
Sun Prairie, Wl

Colby V. Ardis Jr.
Westgate 3159-28, Toldeo, OH
Arthur F. Drompp
Panama City 531-29, Panama City, FL

Franklin 524-40, Columbus, OH

Jim Chinello
Seedlings 5131-33, Madera, CA

Russel Brown

Fremont 1402-28, Fremont, OH

Louise N. Thornton

Earl J. Wilson
High Desert 3647-33, Lsmcaster, CA
Emily Seaman Hadland
Tuesday Mourners 4023-33, Las Vegas, NV

Trans-Speakers 2945-35, Milwaukee, Wl

Maurice L. Miller

Gerald M. Randall

Sarkis K. Tchejeyan
Mission Chapter 1433-33, Goleta, CA
Bachelors/Bachelorette 3374-33, Las Vegas,

William H. Thompson

Clifton J. Young
Soapmasters 2192-39, Sacramento, CA

Pat Cowen

Groundhog Communicators 3485-35,
Sun Prairie, Wl

Fred McLain

Tuan Quoc Pham
Monument 898-36, Silver Spring, MD

Hilltoppers 3232-29, Mobile, AL

Richard Allan Richter

Marjorie A. Long
Michael H. Murdoch 3851-29, Tyndall

Fletcher Cox

Federal 1037-36, Washington, D.C.

Nancy Jean Robinson
Communicator 1241-42, Regin, Sask., Can
Ray Pentland
Pile O Bones 1862-42, Regina, Sask., Can
Thomas Geoffery John Rogers
Pile O Bones 1862-42, Regina, Sask., Can
Paul C. Roch

New Dawn 1950-42, Regina, Sask., Can
James Joseph Beaubien
The Forum 2344-42, Edmonton, Alta., Can

Air Force Base, FL

Advanced Speakers 4036-36, Washington,

Joseph Julius O'Shea
Homewood-Flossmoor 1451-30, Chicago
Heights, IL
Jerry Patterson

DC.

Ellsworth Park 2745-30, Downers Grove, IL

Robert F. Johnston
Duke Power Company 2669-37, Charlotte,

Sue D. Guthrie

Advanced Speakers 4036-36, Washington,
DC.

Richard N. Jenkins
Quaker TM of Chicago 3911-30, Chicago, IL
Stephen J. Beede

Sbaun David Collins

Rocky Mountain 2730-42, Calgary, Alta., Can
Helgi D. Goodman
Plains 3144-42, Regina, Sask., Can
Everett W. Ritson

Sunset 3619-42, Regina, Sask., Can
Dan E. Watson

NC

Tallahatchie 2431-43, Oxford, MS

Robert M. Colley
Reynolds 3380-37, Winston-Salem, NC
Jules Weychert
Philadelphias First 541-38, Philadelphia, PA

John R. Hurt
Whitehaven 3063-43, Memphis, TN
Joe Don Cummings

Wilson Parker Higdon
Auburn Morning 329-32, Auburn, WA

Bruce R. Wieder

Glen Amonett

Hershey 2990-38, Hershey, PA

Plainview 763-44, Plainview, TX

C.W. Kinsman

David B. MacBride

Evergreen 333-32, Tacoma, WA

49ers 1230-39, Sacramento, CA

Boyce A. Bryan
Plainview 763-44, Plainview, TX

Alyce F. Lambeth

Federal 1069-31, Boston, MA
Bradford B. Underbill

Chelmsford 4031-31, Chelmsford, MA

Hereford 275-44, Hereford, TX

Marley L. Young

Frank Valdes

Shelton 1236-32, Shelton, WA

Apolymon 1466-39, Sacramento, CA

Wildcat 1160-44, Odessa, TX

Terence W. Linkletter

Renate £. Daniels

O.R. Jones

Timber Talkers 3986-32, Federal Way, WA

Capital Nevada 1813-39, Carson City, NV

Natural Gassers 1875-44. Amarillo, TX
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Ruby M. Jackson
Talk Of The Plains 4340-44, Lubbock, TX
Murray Lusher
Premiere 2738-45, Charlottetown, Prince

NGWCLUBS

Edward Island, Can

5224-31 Plymouth

Plymouth, MA—1st & 3rd Tues., 7 p.m..
Project Friends, 14 Main St. (224-6805).
5225-31 Montachusett

James J. Lauria
Merck 260-46, Rathway, NJ
Sharon Lynn Campbell
Graybar 1436-46, New York, NY

5180-F Brown Baggers
Redlands, CA—Wed., 11:45 a.m., Redlands
Federal Savings & Loan Association, 300 E.
State St.

Dane Sonneville

Clifton 2664-46, Clifton, NJ

174-1 Peninsula

Rolling Hill Estates, CA—Thurs., 7 p.m.. Two
Guys from Italy, 600 Deep Valley Dr.
(755-4656).

Alina Novak

Equitable 3507-46, New York, NY
Marvis Hansen

Glendale 8-52, Glendale, CA

Shirley A. Hunter
Glendale Civic Center 1256-52, Glendale, CA

5264-18 Apple Corps
Winchester, VA—2nd & 4th Tues., 7:30 p.m.,
Braddock Street Methodist Church(667-6412).

Arnold B. Finch

Downtown Toastmasters 2853-56, San

5228-22 Centennial

Antonio, TX

Garden City, KS—2nd & 4th Tues., 7:30 a.m.,
Gzu-den City Hilton, Library Room, Campus
Dr./Kansas Ave. (276-7641).

Leona Jane Remedios
Merritt 539-57, Oakland, CA

Peter J. A. Gaposchkin
Cal 2867-57, Berkeley, CA

5258-23 PSL/NMSU

Frank L. Givens

North Augusta 2947-58, North Augusta, SC
Morris Johnston
TM Club of Barrie, Ontario 1603-60,
Barrie, Ont., Can

Las Cruces, NM—Thurs., 11:30 a.m..
Physical Science Laboratory, NMSU,Stewart
at Espina.
5235-23 Roadrunners

R. John Moores

St. Lawrence 606-61, Montreal, Que., Can
Anna Sawyer
Sunshiners 483-64, Winnipeg, Man., Can
W. A. Pierson

Portage 3064-64, Portage La Prairie, Can
Anita Maruggi
TNT 1831-65, Rochester, NY

Silver City, NM—Mon.,6:15 p.m., Deano's
Southwest Sizzler, Highway 180 East
(388-4197).
5245-24 Numero Uno

Omaha, NE—1st & 3rd Tues., 7 a.m., Milo
Bail Student Center, University of Nebraska
at Omaha (554-2508).

5220-26 TNT

Donald Edwin Harrison

Englewood, CO-Tues., 11:30 a.m.. Moun

Lynchburg 562-66, Lynchburg, VA

tain BeU, 6892 S. Yosemite (793-7788).

Richard So

Downtown 2455-68, Baton Rouge, LA
James D. Garber
Lafayette 2678-68, Lafayette, LA

5219-30 Advanced Speakers
Prospect Heights, IL—2nd & 4th Sat.,
8 a.m.. Rivers Edge Inn, Hwy. 21/45
(668-6158).

Richard C. Welch

Leominster, MA-Mon., 7 p.m., Caesar's

Steak House, 1290 Main St. (582-9089).
5230-31 First Word

Boston, MA—Tues., 7 a.m., Soupcon
Restaurant, 1 Beacon St. (731-3231).

5237-31 DEC Roxbury
Roxbury, MA-lst & 3rd Tues., 4:30 p.m.,
DigittJ Equipment Corp., 20 Hampden St.
(524-5711).
5242-31 NCC

West Concord, MA—Thurs., 6 p.m..

Cafeteria, Northeast Correctionjj Center,
P.O. Box 1069.

5259-31 Cape Cod

West Bamstable, MA—Tues., 12:15 p.m..
Cape Cod Community College, Route 132
(362-2131).
5261-31 SWEC

Boston, MA-Tues., 12:30 p.m.. Stone &
Webster Engineering Corp., 245 Summer St.
(589-1565).
5227-35 Gladiators

Milwaukee, WI—2nd & 4th Tues., 6:30 p.m.,
Ninos Restaurant, 5353 N. Port Washington
Rd. (461-1212).
5217-38 Textile Speech Weavers
Philadelphia, PA—Wed., 7 p.m., Philadelphia
College of Textiles & Science, Henry Ave. &
School House Lane (951-2710).
5218-39 American River College
Sacramento, CA—Wed., 1 p.m., American
River College, 4700 College Oak Dr.
(965-4856).

Dianne Riddell

Oakbrook, IL—1st & 3rd Thurs., 8 a.m.,

Mackay 3283-69, Mackay, Qld., Aust

Coldwell Bankers Offices (352-0222).

5243-39 Priority 1
Sacrtunento, CA—Tues., 6:15 p.m.. Federal
Express, 1425 River Park Dr., Suite 520
(441-7192).

Fat City 4123-68, Metairie, LA

5236-30 Coldwell Bankers

Olive Warren-Smith

Nepean Valley 2716-70, Penrith, N.S.W.,

5239-30 Crystal Speakers

5215-40 Crayson

Aust

Crystal Lake, IL—1st & 3rd Tues., 8 p.m..

Grayson, KY—1st & 3rd Tues., 6:30 p.m..

Thomas H. Peterson

Crystal Lake Ambutal, 4900 S. Route 31
(658-3696).

(474-7844).

5251-30 Allstate Commercial Plaza

5246-40 BCCO

South Barrington, IL-2nd & 4th Thurs.,
11:30 a.m., Allstate Insurance Co., 3 Allstate

Columbus, OH—Thurs., 11:30 a.m.. Blue
Cross of Central Ohio, 255 E. Main St.
(464-5978).

Cronulla 3034-70, Cronulla, N.S.W., Aust

John McDonald Hawthorn
Rotorua 3353-72, Rotorua, NZ

Phyllis J. Thomas
Great land 3069-U, Anchorage, AK

Commercial Plaza (551-2944).
THE
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.CLASSIFI€DS.
SPEAKING RESOURCES

QUOTE, world's only publica
tion of its kind--in 44th year!
Speech material,facts, stories,
humor. Request free sampleenclose this ad for special in

5255-40 Shawnee

Portsmouth, OH—2nd & 4th Thurs.,

6:30 p.m., Shawnee State Community Col
lege, 940 Second St. (354-3205).

Morristown, NJ—Thurs., noon, Kemble

Wahiawa, Hl—lst & 3rd Wed., 7:30 p.m.,
Wahiawa Community Library, 820 Califor
nia Ave. (623-4696).
5249-49 Society of Winners and Achievers
Honolulu, HI—2nd & 4th Tues., 5:45 p.m.,

Alamoana Shopping Center, Mgmt. Office
(521-6991).

VIDED

THE NEW BOOK OF "OR
CHIDS OR ONIONS" FOR ALL

REASONABLE COST, WRITE:
ROBERT BOE, R210 813
MAIN, DURANGO, CO 81301.

CLEAN

OVER

Esoteric Study, 2535 Pacific Heights Dr.

5248-53 Emery Worldwide
Wilton, CT—2nd & 4th Mon., noon, Emery
Air Freight Corporation, One Old Danbury
Rd. (834-3541).

AT

900

LINERS.

Written

by

a

Quick Reference. $7, including
tax and postage. Check or
M.O. to T.R. Bob Kirby, #1
Marcia's Park, Easton, IL

TOP QUALITY professional
comedy material; the monthly
service leading speakers have
used for years. Recent sample,
only $2. Contemporary Com
edy, 5804-X Twineing, Dallas,

MISCELLANEOUS

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
BIG MONEY Possible Lectur

ped

Market

YOUR

MANUSCRIPTS/

SPEECHES TYPED PROFES

SIONALLY, FAST-RELIABLE!

Rates $1 double-spaced page.
For more information plus
sample write: MssBeck, 201
DeKalb, North Wales, PA
19454.

EXPERIENCED
TOASTMASTERS WANTED To con
duct LEADERSHIP DYNAMICS

"Public Speaking Workshops"
in your community. High

TX 75227.

ing!! Cash In On Rich, Untap

Hayward, CA--Mon., 7:30 p.m., Lyon's
Restaurant, Hesperian Blvd. (538-4227).

NEARBY

Toastmaster. Indexed for

5256-56 High Risers
Houston, TX—Thurs., 7 a.m., Moore Paper
Company, P.O. Box 805 (228-9191).
5229-57 T.S.

DUCT WORKSHOPS AND

JOKES & SHORT

5250-49 Ghana Oa

(523-1752).

SPEAKING

Blvd., Atlanta, GA 30303.

62633.
Honolulu, Hl—Sat., 9 a.m., Center for

YOUR

SKILL INTO INCOME, CON
SEMINARS, TRAINING PRO

OCCASIONS,

5244-49 Wahiawa

TURN

troductory offer. Quote
Publishing, 148 International

5265-46 Kemble Plaza

Plaza, 340 Mt. Kemble Ave. (326-3652).

Speakers Throughout Country.
Simple Procedures. Learn
How; Write Cuppett, Box 91-A,
Wilmington, CA 90748

For

Public

return on small initial invest
ment. Write for more informa
tion:
LEADERSHIP
DY

NAMICS, P.O, Box 26551, San
Diego, CA 92126.

5234-57 Muir Country
Martinez, CA—1st & 3rd Wed., noon.

Social Service Dept., 500 Court St.
(372-2861).

Hub 660-44, Lubbock, TX
Past Masters 655-52, Glendale, CA

15 Years

St. Lawrence 606-61, Montretil, Que., Can

State Farm 2872-11, West Lafayette, IN
Hydro-Sonics 3910-18, Annapolis, MD
Essayons 427-23, Albuquerque, NM
South Charleston 1528-40, S. Charleston,

30 Years

Narrators 1398-1, El Segundo, CA
Durham 1203-37, Durham, NC

ANNIVEPtSAWGS

Nat Greene 1386-37 Greensboro, NC

Uncle Joe Cannon 127-54, Danville, IL

Tecumseh 485-11, Lafayette, IN
Bootstraps 2863-22, Kansas City, MO
Earlybird 2326-33, Oxnard, CA
Satiu-day Morning 2840-47,Jacksonville, PL

40 Years

Round Table 421-52, Los Angeles, CA

YMCA 256-38, Wilkes Barre, PA
20 Years
35 Years

___

Mansfield 647-10, Mansfield, OH
Ottumwa 663-19, Ottumwa, lA
Northern 664-28, Hamtramck, MI

Sno-King 1137-2, Seattle, WA
Pin 2332-11, Plainfield, IN
Downtowners 3663-25, Dallas, TX

Jose Gasper 3668-47, Tampa, PL
Winter Park 3674-47, Winter Park, PL

Niles Township 665-30, Skokie, IL
THE

WV

South Plains 261-44, Lubbock, TX

Twin City 1356-37, Winston Salem, NC

25 Years
45 Years

Voice of Motorola 2083-3, Scottsdale, AZ

T0 A S TMA S TE R /N0 VEM B ER

10 Years

Los Padrinos 2110-F, Rosemead, CA
Lake Union 2545-2 Seattle, WA
Internal Revenue Service 3149-10,
Cleveland, OH

River City 1724-11, Louisville, KY
Bell-Telers 3782-15, Salt Lake City, UT
Revenooers 1550-22, Wichita, KS
Trend-Setters 1338-28, Toledo, OH
Clovis Pioneers 2378-33, Clovis, CA
Giant No. VA 1786-36, Annandale, VA

Mt. Pleasant 3244-36, Washington, D.C.
Aquarians 3446-39, Reno, NY
Washoe Zephyrs 3842-39, Reno, NV
Adelaide 442-73, Adelaide, Aust
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Build Success for Your Club with

Toastmasters'

SUCCESS/LEADERSHIP
Program
WHAT IS IT? This Innovative series of programs goes beyond the
Communication & Leadership manuals and provides a whole new set
of educational benefits for Toastmasters. The SUCCESS/LEADERSHIP

Series Is designed to expand the leadership potential of every

- 4^-

member In your club. It brings to your club an excitingly different
training method — a semi
nar-style format that In
volves all club members In a

m

shared learning experience.
HOW WIU MY CLUB

BENEFIT? Members enjoy
learning together. Motiva
tion and enthusiasm will

Increase. And,as members ^
gain meaningful leadership

skills, they will make even greater contributions to your club's
success.

p
J.

HOW DOES IT WORK? It's simple. All you need Is a seminar leader
to conduct a series of learning sessions. Everything you need to know
Is In the coordinator's and participant's manuals.
WHAT PROGRAMS ARE AVAILABLE? You can choose

from four separate modules:
How to Listen Effective^ helps members develop active listening skills — a vital
part of effective communication. In one 90-mlnute educational session, members will learn techniques for receiving, organizing
and Interpreting what they hear. The program package contains a coordinator's guide and 10 participant's notebooks.
• Speechcraft Is more thanjust a learning program for members — It's one of the best member
ship-building tools you can employi It's an
eight-week course In communications con

ducted ty the members of your club. Not

TOASTMASTERS INTERNATIONAL

only will members learn from one another
and gain manual credit for their participa
tion, most students wllljoln your club. In
the Speechcraft package Is everything you
need to conduct a program for five people.

P.O. BOX 10400,SANTA ANA,OA 92711

tt

meetings. In four one-hour sessions
members participate In a series of exercises

that teach the techniques and dynamics of
small group meetings. The program pack

procedure In a series of five 15-mlnute
sessions. It will provide members with the
skills to lead and participate In parlia
mentary discussion.
Don't wait! Put this exciting program to

work for your club. ORDER TODAY!

.module(s) of How to

Please send me
module(s) of How to
Conduct Productive Meetings (236).
Members: $35.00
Please send me
module(s) of
Parliamentary Procedure in Action (237).
Members:$20.00;

ings will teach you the most effective
methods for conducting and managing

• Pariiamentary Procedure in
Action uses a script and overhead trans
parencies to teach effective parliamentary

Please send me.

Listen Effectively (242). Members:$10.00

• How to Conduct Productive Meet

age contains a coordinator's guide and
eight participant's manuals.

Please send me.
_module(s) of the
Speechcraft Program Starter Kit(205).
Members: $12.00

Please add $2 shipping charges for each program inside
the United States, or $2.50 for shipment to Canada, Mexico
and overseas.(California residents add 6% sales tax.)

Vllll
TOASTMASTERS

My check or money order for $ .
NAME

SUCCESS

CLUB NO.

LEADERSHIP

ADDRESS

SERIES

is enclosed.

DISTRICT.

CITY

STATE/PROVINCE
COUNTRY

ZIP.

